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Mr. Mather was made a Mason Oct. and lias just been elected for his 28th
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everywhere
mother man in New England who can which he was made a Mason.
In connection with his duties as re
lay claim to having attended so many
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standard Buick performance.
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Mather lias turned to good advantage
since that date.
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qualities
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the first Mason from this locality who Globe and Herald, the Portland Argus
Paul. Minn. He established the firm
ever took those degrees.
and R( publican Journal of Belfast.
of H. J. Keith Co. in Boston in 1901.
He has held every office in Rockland
Mr. Mather served his turn in tbe
and in 1914 also became interested in
Council Princes of Jerusalem, and was fire department, being one of the mem
PARK STREET an egg-packing establishment in
its sovereign prince six years. He is bers of the original Americus Hook
Shanghai. China. He was president Albert I. Mather, As He Looks Today At the Age of 80, and "The Old Man” As now serving his eleventh term as
TEL. 238
and Ladtb'r, which was formed when
of both companies at the time of his
He Looked When Working in the South American Gold Fields.
treasurer. In Gen. Knox Chapter of J. b'red M»mll was mayor. He was
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death.
Rose Croix lie has held every office ex a member of^be company until it dis
He married Harriet P. Young of
DEMONSTRATION
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Rockland, Me., July 31, 1901. She died ing take the 33d degree at the next was a long time before it yielded corn- he declined. In this organization he banded, and secretary of it all tbe
while.
Sept. 6, 1919. For his second wife he session of the Supreme Council.
I fortable returns to the two miners has also been treasurer 11 years.
Mr. Mather, in the oourse of his
married Hortense M. Merrill of Farm
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Masonry is Mr. Mather’s hobby, but j from Maine,
Mr. Mather received his 32d degree varied experiences, has also known the
ington, Me., on Oct. 1, 1921. She sur if it ended there the story would stop , When the outlook became a little at the Maine Consistory May 24, 1901
vives him, as do a sister, Mrs. John here. Twenty-eight fraternal organi- . brighter they obtained an option on a He is a permanent member of the Grand joy of marching at the head of a pro
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in the study of law.
W. Blake, and two half-brothers liv zations have his name on their roster, large mine and finally disposed of Commandery of Mairte, which he cession in the local brass band. As a
Vacation—lawyer, deputy clerk of ing in Maine.
and if there is any other man in Maine 1 their holdings to a wealthy New York served one year ns grand swordhearer. boy be had a severe attack of cornet
A department with this title runs Cumberland County Supreme Judicial
fever, and one day when the late Col.
Mr. Keith was interested in many who can beat that record—aye. if there ! syndicate.
and a permanent member of the Grand
rgularly in the Portland Sunday Tel- and Superior Courts.
charities and was prominently iden is any other man in the country—trot I Paramaribo meantime had indulged Council, Royal and Select Masters in G. Fied Meservey organized a band lie
vgram. The last issup dealt with a
Hobby—Football and baseball.
tified with the Harvard Congregational him out.
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! in a delayed insurrection. Mr. Mather. which he has held several offices and was among the first to "enlist.”
former Rockland hoy, and reads thus:
I.odge—Deering Lodge of Masons.
Roy and man, there hasn’t been much
Church. Brookline, and with the Bos
The number of organizations would ripe for anything that promised for- in which he is grand representative
Tafrley, Walter Moore, Jr.—Born in
Ambition for Portland—To see the ton Seaman’s Friend Society.—Boston
o esqape him.
•
have been 29. but for the fate which getfulness of the South American cli- for the States of Massachusetts ami
Rockland. Maine. July 2, ISOS. Son of City of I’ortland governmentaliy, edu Transcript.
befell the Knights of Malta, after the 1 mate, volunteered his services with South Dakota.
He has been district
Walter Moore Tapley, native of Ha catinally and commercially, rank with
secret work had been communicated to the Dutch police, and was sworn in deputy grand master for the 9th Ma
PARK THEATRE
verhill, Mass., and Katie Ingraham the foremost of ether cities in the
The Thursday-Friday special feat
King Wilhelm of Holland. The sonic district.
Nixon, native of Rockland, Maine.
United States of the same size and ure at the Park this week is a very in Mr. Mather as a prospective organizer | under
scrap
was due to locate grievances
Mr. Mather has the distinction of be
Family—Married to Olive Washburn possessing the same opportunities. To teresting picture called "Silver Wings." in this section. “Rough stuff’ used in
One thing Hint hel|>s to make pict
Barker of Portland on Niv< mlier 24, see the Port of Portland developed to One of the stars is Mary Carr, who the initiation degree crippled several between the whites and blacks. Mr. ing the oldest living pasit master, past ures great is that every character, no
1921.
the extent that it may justly and mer won .the hearts of everybody as the candidates in various sections of the. Mather was on duty a week, during high priest and past thrice illustrious matter how insignilicant. is cast witli
country, an expose followed, and or- ' which time one1 man was killed and master in Rockland.
Education—Public schools of Ro k- itoriously be termed "The Portal of mother "In Over the Hills."
a person of talent.
Thus "Humnn
ganization was never effected here- many were wounded. Mr. Mather car
Two unique Masonic organizations Hearts,” picturizcd from Hal Reid’s
land and Portland, Maine. Three yea:
New England."
abouts.
| ried a gun, but didn’t get a chan-ce to to which Mr. Majher belongs are the
celebrated stagc-pla.v,
headed
by
Before going into a bill of particu- i fire it.
Past Officers’ Association and King House Peters, Edith Bailor and Mary
All sorts of tropical diseases flour Hiram’s Shipmate.^ ■ Eligibility in Philbin, has really an all-star cast.
lars as to Mr. Mather’s career as a
"jiner” let’s take a peep at some of the ished in and around the gold fields, no the former consists of having occupied Those who have reviewed the picture
incidents which come from the mem- tably leprosy. There were approxi- the highest chairs in the blue lodge, in advance, think it is one of the most
ory, rather than the diary, of this in- mately 1000 lepers in .that part of the chapter, council and commandery. powerful and appealing dramas yet
j teresting citizen, who was born in ( country, and they were isolated by Formed originally as a purely local or prodneed.
Brooksville, down along the coast the government. Mr. Mather was sub ganization it now embraces members
As a stage play, "Human Hearts” ran
jected to the whole gamut of ailments, from various parts of the State. The for ten years or more. The screen
April 10. 1842.
Shipmates is an organization which version is surpassingly beautiful, for
His father was Israel I. Mather, who but worsted all of them but malaria.
The trip to the gold fields was made originally comprised 40-odd Masons it has all the gorgeous settings of Na
came here when Albert was a lad ot 5,
i small boats, and occupied from three who W'ere shipwrecked on Robinson’s ture. It will prove one of the notable
because there were better opportunifnes in
in this section for working at his trade to ten «days, according to the section Ledge, returning from a special ses achievements of the year. And you
as a carpenter. Three-quarters of a visited. The country was full of poi sion of King Hiram Council at Sedg must see It. “Human Hearts" will be
century have passed since the young sonous insects and reptiles and Mr wick, “and who were almost miracu seen at the Park Wednesday only.—
ster set foot on what was then the Mather freely admits that he was lously saved. The shipmates hold an adv.
annual banquet to commemorate their
shores of East4 Thomaston, and 75 nearly scared to death at first.
But one became accustomed to dan good fortune in escaping without tiie
"Rockland high girls have started
years is a long time, but Al Mather
out again as world heaters. They de
can still see in his mind’s eye, the im gers. and Mr. Mather learned to re loss of a life.
Mr. Mather has been secretary of feated Camden high Thursday night
posing mansion of the late Henry C. press a shudder, when he shoved his
Lowell' and the bright hued posy gar feet down his pant-leg and a centipede the Masonic Temple Association since 45 to 0.” Thus writes Sporting Editor
dens which surrounded it. To his tarantula or scorpion ran out the other it was organized. Other Masonic so Oliver of thi' Bath Times, who lost no
youthful fancy it was a page out of end. The bite of these creatures was cieties lo which he belongs are the Or occasion last winter to throw deserved
generally fatal to infants, and would der of High Priesthood, Golden Rod bouquets at the Rocklands girls' state
Fairyland.
♦ ♦ • •
Chapter, O
S.. Kora Temple, A. A. championship team. Yes. Arthur, they
produce fever or sores with adults.
* « • •
O. N. M. S.; the Secret Monitor and have started out well, and they are
The father helped write one of the
going to flnish whut they start. Wo
‘ There are four seasons in Surinam,” Knox County Shrine Club.
interesting chapters in the history of
When the Independent Order of Red have Bill Sullivan’s word for it.
the Knox County granite industry, for said Mr. Mather—"wet, dry. little wet
he had charge of the construction of and little dry. There would not be a Men first got its foothold in Maine one
the stonesheds and boarding houses at drop of rain for two or three rponths, of the most enthusiastic workers was
Who Owns the University of Maine?
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Dix Island, which served to preface and on the island of Curacoa nobody Mr. Mather, who instituted 16 tribes
the notable days when stone was being had been obliged to hoist an unbrella and councils, and was instrumental in
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Befween the rker and the stars,
This is one of a series of talks prepared by tiie University of Maine Alumni Memorial
“ Lee has surrendered!' he shouted.
“It was no uncommon thing." said
O royal and radiant soul,
Fund Committee to tell the Alumni, Alumnae, Former Students and Friends of tho
Thou
s- rp urn, thine influences return
STONINGTON
Mr. Mather, "to go down to the office ' "Never will I forget the scene which
University of its past accomplishments, present needs, and future plans in order
Upon ihv children as in life, and death
that they may be well informed before they are asked to contribute to the fund
Monday morning, and find from 20 to followed. The soldiers threw their
Tunis stingless. What is death
FURNITURE
CO.
for a Gymnasium-Armory to be built in memory of th© forty-on© Maine men
25 sea captains lounging around the guns, canteens and knapsacks high In
But life in act? How should the untceralng
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uho died in the service of their country.
grave
corridors, waiting to enter their cargo.” Ia'r an<'
'ia'' aTI hour the blue
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Kilnwood at that time was selling j were mingling with those who wore
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Personally appeared Frank 8. Lydflie, who on
oath declares that lie is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co, and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan 13.
1323. there was printed a total of 5,994 copies.
Before me,
>RANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

★

BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY-

Bible Thoughts mer-orized, will prove a '
priceless heritage in after years.

THE ONLY FREEDOM.-Ye shall
know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free.—John 8:32.

LEST WE FORGET

Mio BURPEE FURNITURE CO. m

ROCKLAND’S POWER

The Gourier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Possibility That It May Be In
creased By Building New
Plant At Union.
Information has been received from a
very authentic source that within a
short time the Central Maine Power
Co. which supplies the City of Rock
land with electricity is to 'build an
other hydro-electric plant. It has oc
curred to some of the members of the
Chamber of Commerce that if Rock
land is to grow it must have adequate
electric power, as, the city is situated
where there is very little water power.
Today in transporting electricity from
the hydro-electric plant of the Central
Maine Power Co. to Rockland there
is about 50 per cent loss of energy.
This loss of energy of course is not
suffered by the Central Maine Power
Co., because if it costs them more
to transport electricity into Rockland
from a distant point it will ultimatelycost the consumers more for their
power, lights, etc.
The Central Maine Power Co. owns
a site in the town of Union where
there is ample water power for a hy
dro-electric plant. The citizens of
Rockland should do their utmost to
influence this company to build
their proposed plant at Union. This
would not only furnish adequate
power for maufacturing purposes but
would also give better service during
storm periods, inasmuch as this city
would still he able to connect with tlie
plant whic'i is now furnishing the
power, in case the Union plant should
break down. On the. other hand the
loss of energy during transportation
from Union to Rockland would be re
duced greatly, ultimately- meaning a
reduced rite on electricity in this
city.
Today the power used in Rockland
is brought a distance of 60 miles
These lines have to ibe patroled during
storm peri Oils and are a cause of
great trouble and expense to the
power company so that it would be a
saving to the company- as well as to
the citizens of Rockland as a whole, if
definite action could be taken on this
project. This matter will be brought
up before the directors of this Cham
ber at the meeting which will be held
this afternoon, and without doubt will
have their full endorsement.

We are not of those who would
cherish unlying malovelence of mind
toward Germany.
Even though the
world must ever regard her as a coun
try that lO3t not only her head but her
soul as well, yet she cannot be ob
literated—her people must continue to
live. In time—generations, we incline
to believe—she may be able to regain
her place among the honorable nations
of the world. Rut on the other hand
we have rot lost sympathy with
France, ties nation that thrice in
modern times has iheen horribly de
vastated by the unspeakable Hun. It
may ibe that in this 'present attempt to
protect he-self -from her ancient ene
my, France has made a mistake—but
we should not too swiftly jump to
that conclusion. That eminent citizen
of Boston, Richard H. Dana, in a com
munication to the Herald, marshals a
number of facts that bear upon the
situation and are well to 'be had in
mind when we find ourselves inclined
loosely to “let up on" Germany and
launch our shafts of criticism at longsuffering France. Mr. Dana wrote:
“In your editorial of today on the
impotence of Germany you ask is it
true that Germany’s failure to deliver
timber and coal is wilful as declared by
a majority of the reparations commis
sion, and you quote Roland W. Boyden
the American observer, as holding that
the default is not voluntary, hut be
cause the burden is too great for Ger
many In her present condition?
“When in France this summer I saw
literally miles and milei of rolling
stock unused on its side tracks. What
was this? It was what Germany sent
to France under the treaty, and it was
useless because it was sent with only
enough oil to get it across the border,
and before reaching the place of de
livery the axles became red hot and
welded into their tearings. If Mr.
Boyden is right we presume that this
was not done wilfully, but because
Germany’ in her present condition had
not enough oil to spare from her own
railroad need*.
"The catle sent to France under the
treaty all came down with tuberculosis
at the end of the period of incubation.
This report of the French government
I verified by reliable eye-witnesses. In
charity to Germany we must suppose
these cattle had ibeen taken by mistake
from those used as experiments on
the sub-cuticle spread of tuberculosis,
or perhaps there is some other honest
explanation.
“Under the treaty Germany sent
farming tools to make up for those de
stroyed contrary to the rules of modern
warfare. They all turned out to be
useless. There was one flail that took
five men to work, and other tools were
worn out or soon broke with evidence
of their having been bored through or
else worm eaten. This, we are to sup
pose. was not a wilful act—these tools
must have been taken by an honest
mistake from some that were intended
for the scrap-heap.
"The kinking cf warships and ap
parently ingenious tampering with the
machinery of merchantmen turned over
to the allies, must all have happened
by accident.
"Then, loo, many American and
English were induced to buy German
marks at the then low price on the
theory that Germany w’ould see to it
that they would rise in value. By
some mistake, we must presume an
honest one, must we not, Germany for
got to stop the printing of paper marks
by the billions and not wilfully or
wantonly’ or from a desire to avoid her
obligations on account of such de
preciated currency, as some have sup
posed.
“All the above things occurred under
the German republic and not under
the Kaiser.”

Owing to the stormy weather our lots of mer
chandise are still unbroken. As our January
Clearance Sale continues the balance of the week
it will afford you ample time for the big bar
gains which we have prepared for this sale. Sale
will continue up to and all day Saturday.

An Overstaffed Set in Velour

Davenport, Arm Chair and Rocker
A new set for your living room? You're certain to
find the right one here priced so moderate as to make
immediate selection practical; 3 pieces, davenport,
chair and rocker, full spring construction throughout,
with loose cushions, is priced at $165.00. Frame is
solidly made, finished in mahogany. Upholstered in
a beautiful shade of velour.
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EMPIRE THEATRE

$l65.o°’

FURNITURE COMPANY
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INTRODUCING

ROCKLAND, MAINE

JOHN

SIMPSON

Something new under the sun will
be revealed at the Empire Theatre
Three Hundred Armed Men (Armed With Shovels) Did when that very important planet is
Who Has Been An Odd Fellow Treasurer 35 Years—He
-r
> seen riding over the hills that look
a Fine Stunt On Rockland Streets Sunday—Oh, *OU down on thp farm in Mack Kennett's ^Followed Horace Greeley’s Advice, and Later Received
latest triumph, “Down on the Farm."
Coffee and Doughnuts!
a Visit From Horace.
This five-reel comedy sensation will
be seen for the first time in this com
munity Thursday and will tie the
“if every man in thisfcity. should shovel while the wagons were being featured offering on the big program,
Whi n Knox Lmlge Qf Odd Fellows years, making, among others, one
This blend of many elements is
shovel the snow off the sidewalk in loaded became the immediate target of
installed officers a few nights ago it voyage to the West Indies. Captain’s
what
gives
“
Down
on
the
Farm
”
its
his fellow workers. One very popu
with whom he sailed included James
front of his own premises it would
lar ex-service man was “canned" in unique character and the claim is made did not seem at all natural rot to hear Armstrong of Hampden and Theosave the city J1500 every storm," was , one of Fl.ad R spear's large drain for it that it provided something dif John Simpson take the oath as treas phillus Sprowl of Winterport.
the emphatic statement of Road Com- I pipes on Park sh eet, and the lid was ferent from anything that Mr. Sen- urer. Alter one holds office 35 years
"Old ocean's gray and melancholy
missioner Ross in discussing the spow ; jammed on. But eventually the boys nett has ever accomplished in comedy,
waste" lost its charm for our hero af
he
comes
to
he
looked
upon
ns
a
fix

and,
therefore,
of
course,
different
situation yesterday
relented.
ter four years’ of coastwise service
’’Did the boys do good work Satur
There was also a near tragedy, when from anything any producer has ever ture, but Mr. Simpson felt that lie had and he concluded to see what, the
evolved
in
screen
entertainment.
done his share by serving half the al West was like.
day and Sunday? 1 should eay they the ehovel wielded lustily by William
On the same program as the com lotted span of life in one position, and
• did. There were 125 men working on D. Talbot struck A. C. McLoon fairly
His father had meantime moved to
OUR GRANGE CORNER Main street who were giving their time i on the bridge of the nose, and caused panion feature will be shown an ad the grateful brethren of Knox Lodge Grinnell, Iowa, and thither Mr. Simp
I and 32 free teams, contributed by pa
the blood to spurt. The incident was aptation from the famous novel and cc-uld do little else than gracefully son went, taking his wife. He worked
D
j triotic business firms and individuals." harmoniously accepted as the com stage play, “A Woman in His House.’’ , yield to his wishes. If there is in at harness making and farming—the
Limerock
Valley
r omona As many again, according to connerv- pliments of the Chamber of Commerce coming Friday a Zane Gray picture, other Maine Odd Fellow who can show farm being owned by Wallace Clark,
ative estimates, put in their day in the president to the City Club's president. “When Romance Rides,” decorated an equal record for length of service
Vermont man.
It produced, 100
Holds Its Annual Meeting, ]egs conspicuous but equally essential A number of young women, knicker with thrills as only Zane Gray can The Courier-Gazette would be inter abushels
of corn to the acre, and was
embellish them and the companion ested to hear from or about him.
clad,
joined
heartily
in
the
work,
one of the places visited 'by Horace
With Interesting Program. Xr?
feature with Coleen Moore and Cullen
Some readers might form an opinion Greely, when the latter was making
and there was no shirking either.
Landis in "Forsaking All Others.”
that
John
Simpson
’
s
career
has
been
„
The occasion for this general gathhis campaign for the Presidency.
Mayor Daggett
was immensely
Limerock A alley Pomona Grange met; ering of volunteer workers waB Mayor
Saturday an extraordinary enter altogether prosaic, with the scenes
While Mr. Greeley was seeking the
at Penobscot View (.range hal. Glen- Dareett’s proclamation in The Courier- pleased at the manner in which the tainment has been provided with Mary
highest office in the gift of the people
cove, Saturday, for the annual meet- Qazelte and asi<ing from all patriotic public responded to his plea, and Roberts Rinehart’s famous story, “The
he was first of all a newspaper man,
ing. Thanks to the diligent efforts of i (qtizens to combat the abnormal snow- takes this method of extending his Glorious Fool," as ihe feature attrac
and he took time from His political
Supt. Gregory and his efficient crews. fa„
AU Saturday and Sunday vol- personal ns well as official thanks.
tion; also a thrilling melodrama, "Be
tour to write an extended article for
There were some lame arms and! low the Dead Line," A comedy feat
the electric railroad was kept open so I un^eers did yeoman duty and Sunday
the New York Tribune about the corn
that patrons from several Granges I nighi the principal streets were in legs around towjn yesterday, but all of ure and Elmo Lincoln in "Tarzan,’’
fields in which Mr. Simpson was
were present. The master was present I jiassabie condition without further the workers had a free conscience.
complete the big double drama.—adv.
working.
The situation’ is still serious and Is
although he had to leave home !hera|ds on t[je already overdrawn snow
From Grinnell Mr. iSimpson went to
Max Antin, who was a pawnbroker
morning before and travel afoot over j appropriation. The sidewalks all over still one demanding cooperation. Every
Tffcumsih, Neb., where he rented a
seven miles of drifted roads to reach I tj,e Cj(y Were generally 'broken through man should accept his plain duty and 1-ere many years ago, and one of the
farm of 160 acres, and raised coni,
the Vinalhaven boat,
i and the roads could be navigated, but clear the walks in front of his house. city’s first Jewish residents, is nowwheat and oats. He liked farming btit
In many cities it is compulsory, and located in Houston, Texas, and said to
These officers were elected: Master, i with much difficulty.
faim prices did not offer suitable re
Herbert N. Brazier; Overseer, J. Herb-1 The Chamber of Commerce did a Rockland has a dormant ordinance to be a millionaire.
muneration, and he altered his course
that effect. Tlitfi plows are now use
ert Gould; Lecturer, Lillian Coombs; ' thoughtful stunt by distributing 25
to Western Kansas, ■where he pre
Steward. Carl Packard; Assistant dozen doughnuts and six large cans less, and the snow must be shovelled.
empted 160 acres of government land.
Another serious phase is the fire
Steward, Henry Carver; Chaplain, Mrs. of steaming hot coffee among the
LEGISLATIVE
NOTICES
Like many other tinmestiader he built
Parks Buker; Treasurer, Harold H. workers. Secretary MacDonald ap hazard. A big fire would find the de
a log house and occupied it for one
Nash; Secretary, S. A, Raekliffe; peared in the roll of Santa Claus, and partment crippled, and handicapped
The Committee on Lejal Affairs will give
winter. When the warm spring winds
Gate Keeper, Robert McIntosh; Ceres, his genial smile and cheerful saluta on every side. This fact enjoins es a public hearing in its rooms at the State
House, in Augusta, on Tuesday, January 23,
came he put in ample crops, and be
Susie Snow; Pomona. Carleen Nutt; tion heartened the workers as much as pecial care in fire risks.
2 P. M , on the following:
held with keen satisfaction how they
The street department has a crew at AX
Flora, Mrs. Carl Packard; Lady Assist the refreshments—which by the way
ACT to confer certain additional powers
throve in the summer sun.
ant Steward, Mrs. Henry Carver; Ex were prepared by a very tired crew breaking a read through the drifts to upon tlie Municipal Officers of cities and towns
concernin’ buildings, the intensity of use of
ecutive Committee for two years, C, M. i at Trainer’s Restaurant in the early Sea View Cemetery today.
lot areas and the qualification of buildings
An additional reminder of the shovel trades
F. Ames; for three years, Phyllis Tol- i hours of Sunday morning.
and Industries with respect to location
Tlie pioneers of tlie Western soil
had many things to contend with, but
man Morse.
! All work and no play makes Jack a ing ibee of 1P20 was the thoughtfulness and regulation, the creation of residential, industrial.
commercial
and
other
Industries,
anil
Mr. S'lmpson, and hundreds of other
F. L. S. Morse installed the officers dull boy. and in the few Idle moments cf housewives in providing coffee and the exclusion from and regulation within such
Western farmers were not prepared
present in an acceptable manner. Sunday’s worker* indulged In a little doughnuts to volunteers in several districts of classes of buildings, trades and
industries.
‘7-9
for what descended Hum a clear sky.
Phyllis Tolman Morse acting as mar fun. Any man caught leaning on his instances.
Not a blizzard, not a cyclone, not a
shal.
cloudburst, nor yet the destructive
The program was necessarily short
bolts cf lightning.
ened by the time taken for election and
John Simpson
It was the famous grasshopper in
the absence of some of the members.
vasion, which is still a topic of dis
It follows: Address of welcome. Eliza
beth Gregory; response, L. F. S. Morse;
laid pretty much in one locality. cussion among the older Kansas farm
piano solo, Carleen Nutt; question—"In
Therein the reader would gravely err, ers,
“The air was full of them as far as
what stock could one Invest one hun
for the veteran harness maker was
dred dollars to receive the best profit
somewhat of a rover in his early days, the eye could reach,” said Mr. Simp
within one year," discussed by all pres
and traversed the continent almost son. “It looked like a snowstorm,
ent. The part of the program in charge
from ocean to ocean before lie finally only instead of snowflakes there were
of the lecturer of Penobscot Viewsettled down to business as senior millions of grasshoppers, averaging an
Grange included: Singing, by Grange;
member of the well known Rockland indli in length. They ale everything,
OF THE CONDITION OF THE
even to the onions, and destroyed
piano solo, Carleen Nutt; recitation,
firm of Simpson & Staples.
Charles Sylvester; reading, J. A. Tol
Born Sept. 17, 1847, in Bradford. practically all of the crops in the
man: general discussion of present dayMe., the subject of bhis sketch spent western part of the .State, After be
management of jails and prisons, and
the first 16 of his 76 years on a farm holding that sight I was ready to be
the system of paroling convicts.
toughening his muscles by wielding an lieve anything 1 ever -heard about
axe in the woods, and holding his grasshoppers.”
Mrs. Simpson came haok to Maine,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Recount of ballots in the Islesboroturn in a saw-mill.
Winterport legislative class was comThe scene now shifts to the battle- but the spirit of adventure was still
meneed Friday at the office of the Sec
front of the Uuion army. When Untie with her husband, and he journeyed
At the close of business December 30, 1922
Sam took his toll from Maine farms still westward, locating in the mining
retary of State and was continued yes
he gathered in this raw country youth town of Virginia City, Nev. Hp
terday, Attorney James B. Perkins of
of 16, and in spite of that boy’s tender worked at bis trade there, but con
Augusta representing the petitioner.
RESOURCES
years, the Federal government was ditions did not look too prosperous,
Roy L. Femald. On the face of the re
glad to get such a rugged recruit. Mr. and after lie had been there six
turns it appeared that Joseph A. Pen
Cash on Hand and on Deposit..........................................
$ 368,609 40
Simpson’s fortune!, as a soldier were months’, he concluded to get back while
dleton of Islesboro was elected repre
Writes a Norther,d correspondent: sentative over Mr. Fernald by 15 votes.
the getting was good.
U- S. Government Securities..........................................
260,698 71
cast with Co. 4th Maine Infantry, sta
Back home he made a few trips to
“The other day we saw standing in a Certificate of election was issued to
tioned at that time in Sulphur Springs,
Other
Bonds
and
Stocks
....................................................
992,847
84
Va. The regiment was in much of sea in the Rchooner William Butman,
yard, r.ot very far away, a wood sled, Mr. Pendleton and he was seated in
the fighting, and 'Mr. Simpson got his commanded by Capt Henry Sprowl.
Loans and Discounts...........................................................
1,545,610 08
covered with snow, so evenly laid as to the House on the opening day of the
baptism of fire at Kelly’s Ford, Mine
• • • •
Legislature. Petition filed by Mr. Fer
Banking
House
.....................................................................
25,000
00
suggest a newly made bed with its nald for a review of the matter was
Run, The Wilderness, Todd’s Tavern,
And then came a request from Capt.
white counterpane, yet we much referred to the legislative committee
Other Real Estate........................................................ .
27,345 11
Spottsylvania, North Anna, Cold Har Horace A. Chapman to come to Rock
bor, and the siege of Petersburg.
doubt if anyone, even an adept at bed for hearing. The six towns 1n the
land ami work in his harness shop.
Furniture
and
Fixtures
.........................................................
6,000
00
• , • *
This was in 188(1, and when Mr. Simp
making, could have done so evenly a class are: Islesboro, Stockton Springs.
Trust Investments ................................................................
50,072 70
Prospect, Frankfort, Winterport and
The 4th Maine’s term of service ex- son hiing up his hat in Rockland he had
piece of work. We murmur and com
Searsport.
i pired after the battle of Cold Harbor, entered on what he fully believes will
plain of so much snow, yet what is
, and Mr. Simpson was transferred to be the last leg of his life’s journey.
more beautiful than the pure white
$3,276,183 84
Another northeast snowstorm visited
i Co. K, 1Mb Maine Infantry. This was
In 18S1 the harness shop was mow’
feathery flakes falling down, down. Rockland yesterday, adding considera
j June 15, 1863.
—
to ihe quarters on Main street where
But when the winds blow, and the air bly to the over-supply, and again de
He went unscathed through all of Mr. Simpson and Roscoe Staples have
is so thick we ca scarcely see a foot laying traffic. It was a comparatively
i the famous battles above listed. hut been in the salne business since their
LIABILITIES
ahead of us, and the snow is whirling warm storm, however, and did not
j Oct. 23, 1864, ,he lost his rabbit’s foot, partnership was established in 1887.
and swirling In every direction and make traveling nearly as uncomforta
! and a sharpshooter pinged him in the
Both are experts in the business, and
piling high In impassable drifts, it is ble as its predecessors. One effect was
Demand Deposits ................................................................
$758,240 00
j left arm, while he was on picket duty the firm has a most enviable reputa
then we wish that we were where there to delay the night train no that the
'
in
front
of
Fort
Hell.
Mr.
Simpson
Is
tion among its patrons .and in business
Time Deposits ........................................................................ 2,227,871 14
is no snow. But take a walk after a New Bedford polo team could not ar
not likely to soon forget the name.
circles,
„
tig storm, view th fields, with their rive in season for the game scheduled
Trust Deposits........................................................................
50,072 70
He was taken to a field hospital,
Mr. Simpson is an 18 karat ’’Threcwhite mantles, sometimes evenly laid, for last night.
Postponement was
and from there was transferred to
Linker." He Joined the Oddfellows in
Capital .......................................................................................
100,000 00
without even a ripple on the surface, made to tonight when it was found
general hospital in Alexandria, Va. 1882, has been through all the chairs
or in other places blown into big drifts, that the team could not get here on
Surplus and Undivided Profits..........................................
140,000 00
At City Point he had the pleasure of of Knox Lodge and Rockland Encamp
then look at the trees, and shrubs, the afternoon train. This morning it
seeing President Lincoln, who was ment, and has served, as captain of
especially the evergreens, whose heav was agliiin snowing mildly—just to
making an inspection with some other Canton Lafayette. He became treas
ily laden plumes are bending under keep us from getting homesick.
$3,276,183 84
notables.
urer of the lodge in 1887, and was re
the weight of the newly fallen snow, in
War doesn’t always consist of fight elected each consecutive year until the
many fantastic shapes and forms. It
ing the other fellow, according to Mr. present one, when he declined to serve
is worth going far to see. What more
RESOURCES
Simpson. Part of the time the sol longer.
beautiful sight than this on a clear
diers were much concerned with the
Every man has his hobby. Mr. Simp
irystaline morning? And then
we
subject of rations.
son’s’ is hunting—on a large scale. He
December 30, 1920, $2,723,364.43
feel sorry for the man, woman or child
“Do much foraging?” asked The has hunted buffalo and black-tailed
who has never seen anything so bright,
Courier-Gazette reporter.
deer in Kansas and Nebraska, and
so wonderful, and who has never had
December 30, 1921, $2,981,174.01
“We didn't go hungry if we could since 1S97—the year that his son died
the chance to slide, to skate, to ski
get
our
hands
on
anything,
”
was
the
—has missed hut one year in the North
and to enjoy all the other wonderful
illfiminating- reply.
DECEMBER 30, 1922, $3,276,183.84
woods of Maine deer hunting.
things which Old Winter has in store
Mr.
Simpson
was
furloughed
home,
When fall comes he polishes his
for us.”
which home had become Hampden by trusty rifle, and counts the days until
virtue
of
his
father
’
s
removal
to
that
it Is time to start for camp, and to re
Portland Republicans are having a
town from Bradford during thb war. sume what to him is the king of sports.
conniption fit because Gov. Baxter has
In Hampden he learned the harness
In the West he saw plenty of Indians,
appointed Harry E. Nixon, Democrat,
maker’s trade from II. A. Sylvester. and experienced plenty of hlizaard
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Shoulder to shoulder with him worked Weather, but his adventures he does
as recorder of the Portland Municipal
a fellow apprentice, the late Horace C. not class as thrillers.
Court. Mr. Nixon lias twice been a
Chapman, who was afterward in the
"I never struck a man; no man ever
candidate for county attorney and once
BRANCHES IN CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
harness making business in Rockland, struck me; and I don’t know that I
GENUINE
for mayor on the Democratic ticket.
and who was one of tlie proprietors of I ever got real mad, he told the re
Influence will he brought to bear on
bhe Bangor House at the time of his porter.
’
the Executive Council not to confirm
death.
And a man who doesn’t get mad (or
the appointment, and to have Sidney
Mr. Simpson worked 4',; years as a angry, if you wish to bp polite) when
DURHAM
Thaxter the R' publican incumbent,
harness worker in Hampden. Then grasshoppers ruin your crops, is a
& “
appointed instead. Mr. Nixon be
the lure of the sea got into his system pretty even tempered individual.
TOBACCO
longs to a former Rockland family.
and he sailed before the mast four
I'J-Jan 9-16-23-30 full
Speh is this man, John Simpson,
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Calk of tbe town

The postponed supper of the Chapin
Class ‘will take place at the Univcrsalist vestry at 6.30 this evening.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

The late Fred B. Robbins is said to
have carried life and accident insur
ance to the amount of a'bout $17,000.

Jan. 1C. 1? and 19 (Polo) Rockland vs New
Bedford, for will-profemlonal championship
of New England.
Jan 22—Postpone^ meeting of Shakespeare
Society with Mrs C H. huff.
Jan. 22—-Meeting of Pa rent-Teacher Asso
ciation. High School Assembly Hall. 7 30.
Jlfo. 11-83—National Thrift Week
League —Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s

■JIBBI!

CORNER

£

Jan. 17—Ladles’ Night at Elks Home—supper
The School Improvement League
at 6.3R.
Jan, 17-18—Aotiuat meeting of Woman’s Home will give an entertainment and serve
Missionary Union at Congregational Church.
refreshments Friday evening at the
Jan, 17—Public installation of Aurora Lodge.

7

ft «'

Ingraham Hill schoolhouse.
F. A A M
Jan. IS—Ladies’ and gentlemen's supper aud
auction ad Country Club.
Trinity street was ibadly iblocked
Jan. MS—,Postponed meeting of tlie Charity
Club, with Mn 0. E. Blaukington, Limerock with snow, when K. B.'St. Clair, with
Street.
his horse and sled, broke through the
Jan 18—Houle ho Id Arts Exhibit (public) M drift. Every man on the street armed
E. church by Women's Educational Club.
Jan. 19 (7 15)—Regular Educational flub, himself with a shovel and soon made
Methodist vestry Address: “Phases of Twen the sidewalk clear and the street so
tieth Century Citizenship,” by Rev. Ralph H. that all teams could get through.
Hayden of Camden
“Thanks to the men on Trinity street,"
Jan. 19—Guest day of the Rubinstein Club.
Jan. 23—Postponed session of Knox County writes u grateful woman resident.

M.

Leslie Thurston of Rockport under
Feo. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 12-17—The Community Food Fall at went an operation on his head at Knox
the Arcadt
Hospital Thursday.
Mr. Thurston
was in two French hospitals, while in
Weather Thia Week
the Overseas service, and says that
Washington, Jan, 14.—Weather out the Knox is ahead of both.
look for the week beginning Monday
To the Diarist:
You claim to be
in North Atlantic- States; Cloudy and
warmer with rains and snows at be quite an authority on the weather and
ginning, generally fair thereafter unti! nautical affairs, will you explain this
Thursday or Friday, when snows and one. Why was it in Friday's north
rains are again probable. Colder after east snowstorm that the Whitehead
fog signal, 12 miles down the wind,
Tuesday.
could be plainly heard, while the Rock
Golden Rod Chapter holds its annual land signal, possibly a mile distant,
meeting tonight at 7.30. There will be was scarcely audible?
no supper.
K. L. Percival, district representa
Load strayed or stolen. The man tive of the I. C. S. is in charge of the
who tells you in summer that he likes exhibitions being given in the Corner
winter best.
Drug Store and the Rockland Hard
ware store this week. Mr. Percival
The city schools held one session yes was formerly on the staff of the Corner
terday, while the lads and lassies Drug Store.
stayed home and kept their tootsywootsies dry. Perhaps.
At the last meeting of Canton Lafayette, P. M„ I. O. U. F„ these offi
Chisholm 'Bros, have issued Rock cers were installed by Major L, L.
land High school basketball schedules Anderson of Camden: Captain, A. E.
in neat and convenient form. Here’s Spear: lieutenant, John A. Karl; en
hoping they will prove a mascot to sign, Harry D. Phillips: clerk. H. L.
Stevens: accountant, Oliver B. Lovethe home teams.
Joy.
The Past Noble Grands' Association
will meet in Camden at Odd Fellows
One of the deepest snowdrifts in
lia.ll Wednesday afternoon and evening. the central part of the city is located
Rockland and Warren members should directly in front of the entrance to
Deputy Collector Herbert W. Thorn
take cake or pastry.
dike’s residence on Masonic street. To
The W. C. T. U. meets Friday after attack it Mr. Thorndike was obliged
noon at 2.30 with Mrs. W. H. Arm to begin from the roof of the veran
strong, Park street. The subject for dah. Probably the largest drift within
the afternoon will bo "Social Purity;’’ the city limits is at Sherer’s Corner—
which always has a corner on snow,
Mrs. Clara Emery leader.
it appears.
Over 2006 premiums are already listed
to be given away at next month’s food
The storm necessitated a postpone
fair. One Rockland concern has given' ,llent
Parent-Teacher Assoc ia100 full pound cans of coffee and 100 li°n meeting scheduled for last night,
pound packages of soda.
The meeting will be held Jan. 22

The occultation of Venus, a rare oc
currence, took place Saturday morn
ing. but was not visible in northern
New England. For that matter the
sun hasn't been visible very much in
northern New England this winter.
Eddie Curti*. aged 15, walked from
Tenant’s Harbor to this city last Sat
urday. No vehicle had 'been over the
road, and the lad’s pluck in breasting
the drifted roads on such a long jour
ney surprised ail who know of the
incident. He arrived here at 3 p. m.
Good progress is being made on the
interior of the Dondis theatre.
The
seats have already been shipped, and
the arrival of the ten-thousand-dollar
organ is a matter of only a few days.
Mr. Dondis expects to open the theatre
the first of March.
William N. Benner, Jr., is a consol
ing chap. “Huh!" he exclaimed yes
terday, when somebody was talking
about a record snowfall, “we had as
much as this four years ago, and it
didn't start until about this time." Does
William N. Benner, Jr„ mean to stand
there and tell us that troubles have
hardly begun?

St. Peter's church celebrates its
seventieth birthday Thursday. Rt. Rev.
Benjamin Brewster, Bishop of Maine,
will deliver an address, as will also
Rev. Ralph H. Hayden of Camden. A
social hour will follow. The friends
of the parish are invited.
The general public i^ cordially in
vited to attend tlie sessions of the an
nual meeting of the Woman’s Home
Missionary Union, w hich will bb held
in the Congregational church Wednes
day and Thursday of this week. On
Wednesday night an address will he
given by Dr. William Pickens, one of
the foremost negro leaders of the
United States. Dr. Pickens was an
honor student at Yale University,
where ho received the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy.
Il is subject will be
“The Inter-Racial Common Interest."
The installation of Aurora Ixtdge. F.
& A. M„ tomorrow night, will lie public
to the Masons and their invited guests,
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M„ and all
sojourning Masons. The lodge's service
flag will be demobilized.

No county commissioners’ meeting
today. The mainland members are
snowed in, and as the Vinalhaven boat
was on this side of the bay Arthur U.
Knox county folks who stop at the Patterson could not be present, being
Windsor Hotel in Belfast cannot fail a poor swimmer.
to note the handsome andirons that
grace the new fireplace. These and
John T. Young of Matinicus, who
irons • have an interesting history. has been a patient at Knox Hospital
They were bought by Jones & Whit since De’. 13, receiving treatment for
tier at the recent auction sale at one of his legs, came forth from tlie
Preamwold, Egypt, Mass., the bank institution Saturday, his condition
rupt estate of Thomas W. Lawson. very much improved. Mr. Young was
The andirons seem quite at home as working in the Burpee cottage, Lucia
they are silent listeners to the tales Beach, when the accident happened,
of frenzied finance and national topics Oct. 21, and for a week was without
of the day with which the office at- assistance, as the nearest occupied res
mwsphere is usually charged.
idence was nearly a mile away. He is
-■
\
f
very enthusiastic about the equip
In keeping with the present weather ment at Knox Hospital and the treat
w.ili be the topic of the 'Men’s League ment he received. He is at present
speaker attheBaptisl church tomorrow. the guest of his cousin at Zebulon
It. A. Jack is not the man who was Lufkin’s, Glencove.
th* candidate for the govetnorship
nomination, to be sure. He is a resi
The steamer Belfast, which left
dent of Bath, Instead of Lisbon Falls, Rockland for Boston Thursday night,
but he knows a lot about the Arctic went into Portland harbor at about
regions, and has an interesting yarn midnight and remained there until 10.30
which he will unfold to the Men’s Saturday njorning. She arrived in Bos
Leaguers. This meeting will be in full ton that afternoon at 4.30 and left for
keeping with the other interesting ses Rockland at 10 that evening. Capt.
sions of the winter.
Crockett upon his arrival in Rockland
Sunday forenoon stated that he never
Postmaster General Work has noti saw so much bad weather in any previ
fied all postmasters that National ous two weeks he had put In steam
Thrift Week wiil be observed Jan. 17- boating. The steamer Westiiort which
23 inclusive. Jan. 17. which is National left here Sunday morning, made land
Thrift day was the birthday of Benja ings at Dark Harbor, Eggemoggin,
min Franklin, tbe first Postmaster South Brooksville, Sargentville, Deer
General and the most noted advocate’ Islo and South Bluehill. On account of
of personal and national thrift and it Ice the steamer did not get into Brook
is appropriate that the instrumentality lin or Bluehill. The steamer Belfast
selected by the Government for the left here for Boston at 10 o’clock last
in-omotton of thrift among the people night in command of Capt. Rawley.
should' be the department which he
organized and which has grown from a
Rebekah installation tonight.
fe# employes in the day of Franklin
to present army of more titan a quar
ter of a million postal workers. Post
masters are urged to accept the invi
tations of local thrift committees to
participate in such dtanonstrations or
programs as may 'be arranged in their
local communities.
The department
ban prepared especially for this occa
sion two publicity mediums, a .‘■•mall
card for distribution to every house
served by the postoffiees and posters
for display on department motor vehi
cles. Bath people will .receive the
cards in their mail Jan. 17. The week
is divided up into the following: First
day, National thrift day: second,
budget day: third, life insurance
day: fourth, own your home day; fifth,
share with others day: sixth, pay bills
promptly day; seventh, make a will
dAy------ »•'. "' I '■
Who is the best looking man in
Knox county?—adv.
7-10
Tlie Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, is having a ten
days’ mark down sale on Coats, Suits,
Dresses, Skirts and Furs.
7-8

P3-Jan 9-16-23-30 full

WSHEMli

DAVIS GARMENT STORE

Polo tonight, Wednesday night and
Friday night—Rockland vs New Bed
ford, for the semi-professional cham
pionship of New England.

Supreme Court couteues.
Jan. 23—•Eleventh annual meeting of tlie
On account of the storm the Meth
Matrons and Patrons Association, Masonic hall.
Camden
odist choir will hold Its rehearsal at
Jan. 21—Anniversary banquet of the Owl B the church Thursday evening at 7
& F. Club In Temple hall.
Jan. 25—Knox County Lirarians Association o'clock.
meets at Rockland Puhlli Library at 2.30 1’
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MAIN

AND ELM

STREETS

Are excellent selections in our

■■ ■

of WOMEN’S,

MISSES’

AND

CHILDREN’S

COATS

CLOTH COLLARED AND FUR TRIMMED COATS
r
Bolivia, Normandy, Guona, Lustrosa, Duvedelain, Suedine and Velours /

PLUSH COATS

,

Fur Trimmed and Plain, in sizes 16 to 53.
COME

QUICK

AND

22 Men's Overcoats
Just

to

clean

some

GET

PICK

THE

$6.98 to $59.50

$12.00

broken

sizes

and

HEAVY

AND

and
MEDIUM

WEIGHT

I

t i«t nM
U

/

I,

odd

CLOTH? COATS front $8.98 to $49.50 / A'

lots

Sizes from 16 to 49

BIG MONEY’S WORTH
48

f r

Prices from

Z

,

7

CHILDREN’S COATS from $4.98 up }
SUITS

I

fj

FUR COATS from $39.50 up

AT $16.50

'

SUITS you can Buy I -3 the Original Price

ONE A WONDER FOR THE PRICE
Boys’ $6.00 Sweaters, $4.50
We can save you money in every department

EVERY

and they are correct styles for Spring

A Good Assortment of Dresses from

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.

[
f

t

i

$4.98 up to $39.50
in Canton Crepe, Crepe de Chine, Flat Crepe, all kinds of Crepe, Poiret Twill,
Tricotine, Serge and Tweed.

CHAMPIONSHIP

DAVIS GARMENT STORE

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY NIGHTS
AT

ROCKLAND

THE

ARCADE

vs.

ST. AllBIN, 1r
SKINNER, 2r
THERRIEN, e
WRIGHT, hb
PURCELL, g

........ 1r, JOHNSON
2r, TONY WELCH
....... c, LEVALLEY
.... hb, MITCHELL

.........

fl. dIinton

AMATEUR SERIES, TOO

Studley’s Stars

vs.

Jones’

Jack Rabbits

Composed of the city's best players—At 7:30

STILL OTHERS WANT THE BRIDGE
Bath Physician Explodes Several Objections That Were
Advanced By Another Bath Citizen.
How the majority of Bath people
feel toward the Kennebec bridge is
expressed in the following letter writ
ten by Dr. Edward E. Briry to the
Bath Times:
• . • •
In a recent edition of your news
paper, Edward Hyde makes a snow
man of this Bath bridge question and
then tries to demolish it with soft
balls of argument, mostly of a per
sonal nature. At the time the City
of Bath was asked to Ioan its credit
to build the Knox & Lincoln Rail
road, the writer was not a voter.
Had he been of age he surely would
have voted against such a proposi
tion because the logical and geolog
ical junction of this new road with
the Maine Central Railroad was at
Harward's
Crossing.
Bowdoinham,
crossing the river at Swan Island. Or
better still, to have tapped the Maine
Central at Dresden Ferry just above
Richmond village. But a few wealthy
Bath men. having axes to grind, land
to sell, and who expected to profit by
salaried railroad positions, saw that
Bath voted “correctly.”
Now that the old Knox & Lincoln
railroad has its western terminus op
posite our city, why throw ice cakes to
defeat a bridge project at Bath? The
bridges do the better connect com
munities and the more quickly expedite
business, everyone must admit.
This nearly a mile long bridge is a
larger subject than it may at lirst appea\ Please consider it from every
side and from every angle. Why not
look at the matter with far sighted,
and not with near sighted lenses?
When the bridge ofreinforced concrete
steel is built, and I expect to live to
see it built some day, it will be built
because It is a public necessity, because
It will be a long link in our State and
national highway. It will be built be
cause the whole United States needs it
and will profit by it. not that Bath and
Woolwich alone want it.
Of course, the ones who build that
bridge will make some money. Can Mr.
Hyde recall a single bridge or railroad
project of any size which has not en
riched somebody?
The laborer is
worthy of his hire. United States his
tory is full of accounts of immense for
tunes made by many business men who
were experts in their line of work.
Because Mr. Carleton knows how to
build the approaches to bridges and
might profit personally by such a new
bridge at Bath, is that any sano argu
ment why such a bridge should not be
built?
The State of Maine is abundantly
able to build a State highway bridge at
Bath. The State has financed, by sev
eral million doallr bond issue and
built an immense pier at Portland.
Every city and town in the State pays,
in its State tax, for that building.
Very few of us Bath people will ever tie
up at that pier and yet that pier was
built for the best interest of the State
of Maine. Very much the same a new
bridge at Bath would be a State busi
ness proposition—a matter of State
pride and not wholly, perhaps, a State
profit.
,
\Ve will instance the mile long bridge
at Hampton. Mass., which connects
small communities. Quite possibly such
a bridge could have been left unbuilt
and the traffic been done by ferries.
But that Hampton bridge is part of a
pleasure highway. It is a toll bridge,
and judging by the thousands of auto
mobiles crossing each day, I rather
guess the tolls take care of the bridge
all right.
Why advance the picayune argument
that a bridge at Bath would make our
port ice bound in winter. The writer

CORNER

NEW BEDFORD

has seen during his lifetime the river
frozen to Fiddle’s lleach several times,
and no railroad and foot passenger
bridge had a hand in the freeze cither.
We live in a New England climate
where such freezes arc possible. We
are sure at times to be able to saw and
cut ice in the river opposite our city.
But human braih's and linman in
genuity have come to the rescue in the
past, and mark our word. Bath busi
ness will not come to a staindstill be
cause of a temporary ice bridge at
Bath and a real bridge. We have seen
a new North End built ship pushed
through an ice packed canal opposite
our city front. But such a small hard
ship-did not discourage those master
builders from building more vessels in
the winter season.
Personally, we believe a bridge at
Winslow’s Rocks by far the best loca
tion. The location is a subject far
above the amount of trade fliat such a
bridge might bring to down town stores.
Surely some automobile trade would
find its way down town even with the
bridge at Winslow's Rocks.
Business- centers in few towns remain
the same for a hundred years. Quite
possibly some new business blocks
would be erected at the North end were
the railroad junction to be located in
Hagan’s or in Mark Sewall’s field.
A State is but a community of cities,
villages and plantations, A State has
the financial strength to do for certain
localities in way of bridges and high
ways what those communities could
not do alone. To quote Governor Bax
ter in his New Year greetings: "The
legislature will welcome the advice and
encouragement of all right thinking
citizens. It has the opportunity to
make or mar our future; and there
must be a more general interest in
public matters on the part of oar peo
ple."
With such words in mind, it can do
no harm for every male and female
voter in Bath to favor a bridge and to
let "George pay for it.” The city of
Bath has not been asked to finance the
bridge proposition. f do not say
for sure that a bridge will be built at
once, but I do say that there will be no
bridge built unless we apply to the
State legislature for such a Bridge Act
and Charter.
In closing I will state that I am not
cheering on the bridge project because
of personal gain, though no doubt sev
eral bridge workers will be injured and
Bath physicians profit thereby to that
extent.
As I have tried to state, a bridge at
Bath will be a State and national
highway affair, as well as a Maine Cen
tral Railroad opportunity. It is a mat
ter far above personal gain and per
sonal prejudice. With a new bridge at
Bath, brains and energy of our citizens
will find a way to get around this
river freezing embargo business. A
new bridge at Bath does not mean the
shutting dowifof our few remaining In
dustries during four months of the
year—not by a long shot.
Dr. Edward E. Briry

The three-game polo series between
Rockland and New Bedford, for the
semi-professional
championship
of
New England wil' begin tonight—last
night's game having been called off,
on account of the'storm. The other
games will be played Wednesday and
Friday nights.
The New Bedford
team arrived last night, and has the
following lineup: Johnson lr. Tony
Welch 2r, Levalley e, Mitchell hb, Dunton g. Against this strong aggregation
will be pitted the Rockland team which
has won 13 consecutive games.

MAIN AND

ELM

STREETS
■■■IBBBEiS,?

illBffiilEaW
DEAN THE SAUER KRAUT KING
Simon D. Crosby, the expert elecian, has just installed an electric mo
tor for Edwin A. Dean, the Sauer
Kraut Kins', to turn out more of his
famous Sauer Kraut.
Since Sauer
Kraut and Its pickle is used as a med
icine for all kinds of diseases 'Mr.
Dean has more patients than he can
attend to, but he thinks now he can
attend to all of the patients he can
get.
Mr. Dean ships this Sauer Kraut all
over the United States. Here are
some of the places where he ships it:
Boston, New York, Pennsylvania, Ver
mont, New Hampshire, Omaha, Ne
braska, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Lewiston, Bangor, Florida, and'a num
ber of other places.
Bveryone thinks his Sauer Kraut Is
the best made. He has had 40 years’
experience, and he ought to know
something about it. Every once in
awhile you will hear someone say.
“It’s, nothing to make Sauer Kraut."
Mr. Dean says he can take a pile of
caibbage, make it white, green, yellow,
fine, coarse, soft, criapy, fermented,
sauer, slimy, or the flavor he now has.
Mr. Dean also puts up Pure Horse
Radish. Dean’s Vegetable Salad, Salt
ed
Dandelion i Greens, ' Cucumber
Pickles, He has a large sale Tor all
of these goods. No one can beat him
for good1 flavor. He only uses salt,
sugar, vinegar, and spices in 'his
goods, he does not use any preserv
atives of any kind.
He has had a “Hard Struggle" in
all of these years, (building up his
business, but now he is going to let the
other fellow help him.
(He advises anyone who has poor
health to try some of this Sauer
Kraut, and its pidkle.—adv.

The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Etin streets, is having a ten
days’ mark down sale on Coats, Suits,
Dresses, Skirts and Furs.
7-8

PERSEVERANCE
IS ESSENTIAL
to accomplish anything that is really worth while.
Do not be discouraged if you cannot save a large sum
in a short time—weekly deposits with the Rockland
National Bank soon accumulates—open an account
now.
4(>.j

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland National Rank
Rockland. Maine
!j|l;t MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM i'.glhlltUff

THE UNIVERSAL CAB

4 DOOR

The latest Ford Product, the 4 Door Sedan, will be
on our show room floor Jan. 16, for a
few days only.
---------------o- ■

■

■

We invite your inspection
----------- o-----------

The Chapin Class will hold a candy
sale Wednesday night at the Universalist Church 'Members are asked to
furnish candy or money.—adv.

The Business & Professional Wom
en’s Club wiil hold a rummage sale at
its rooms. 14 Elm street, Saturday.
Jan. 20.
7-8

SEDAN

KNOX COUNTY SALES CO.
585 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
6-7

AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR KONX COUNTY

BORN
Field—St. Andrews Hospital, West Boothhay Harbor. Jan 13, to Mr. and Mrs John
Field of Monhcgan, a son—Robert Tredweil.
MARRIED
Bowers-Jordan— .Portland, Jan. 10. Maurice
Bowers of Camden and Miss Elizabeth Jordan
of Portland

t
DIED
Caiderwoud - Bath, Jan. 14. Benjamin C.
CSiderwood. formerly of Itocktand, aged SO
years
DeMott—Palnsvillc, Ohio, Jan 10, Sophia,
wife of Rev J I DeMott. formerly of War

ren.

Heal—Camden. Jan. 11. Miss Irene Heal.
Keith—Paris. France, Jan 12, Herbert Jud
son Keith, of Brookline, Mesa, weed 65 years
Rivers—Cushing. Jan 14. Alexander R Riv 
ers. aged 91 years. » months
Storer- Union. Jan 10, Benjamin W. Btorer,
aged 71 years. 3 months. 2 days
Haler—Thomaston, Jin 5. Emma, widow of
James Haley, formerly of Dexter. Interment
at Tenant's Harbor.
Gilehrest—Till River, Davis (illehrcat. for
ntcrly of East Union
Greenlaw Bockport. Jan 15. Bello E , wife
of James E. Grerinaw, aged 50 years Services
from her late home on Pleasant atreet, Rock
port, Thursday or Friday afternoon, at 2
o'clock

North

F'
North
Loss
National
Bank v

e Sign of1*
ationai Bank

by Lack
of Receipts

AN expert figures 1 5-6 per cent of all bill^
paid, were paid again, because there was no
roceipt for payment of the cash.
WHEN a bill is paid by check, it bears the
name on the back, of the person who cashes
it, and is proof positive he received the money.
We would bo pleased to have you open a
checking account'with us,

LIMITED U, S. DEPOSITORY

MAIN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank the friends and neigh
bors and the members of tire Methodist church
who sent the beautiful Rowers for the funeral
or Mts. Bva 5. Davis. Their sympathy Is
appreciated.
Henry A. Davis, Belle MacGregor, Edna
MacGregor
Rockport.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

CARD OF THANKS

We wish Io extent thanks to many Mends
for their kindness during the Illness and af er
till- death of our babv. Eugene L Metcalf ; eslieclally lo Mr. and Mrs A. Bracl.ett, Mrs. B.
Helmark. Mm R I’aysoo, and others who
shared In our grief.
•
Mra. Mabel E. Me tea II and family.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to axpreaa to our friends and neigh
bors our appreciation and gratitude tor their
kindness and sympathy in our recent bereave
ment
(ybester Morse. Mr. and Mrs. Sclaon T
Mors". Mr. ami Mrv Fernando F. Morse, Mr
and Mrs Edgar H Hawkes

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend our aine&ro thanks lo the
■lghbors aud friends of Thomason and Ten

m. -

tntA’a Harbor for the kindness and syi
thy shown us in our recent bereavement
A. D Davis and family, 1. C. tlartt and
family.
Thomaston, Me., Jan. 9, 1923

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
i

•

By saving one dollar, tbe possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.
•
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 16, 1923.
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ONE QUALITY ONLY-THE BEST

<J

All the formulas used in the preparation of
IRTHMORE
FEEDS have been tested through years of successful use by

«

grimly.
“What is the best way to approach
you for
loan?"
“If you are sensitive, you had bet
ter write for It. and when yon get
m.v reply tear it up without reading
It."—Birmingham Age-IIerald.

<J

Years of experience in compounding them eliminates ex
periments or guess work

All grains and feeds used in making
IRTHMORE
PRODUCTS are selected and mixed with exacting care.

<J Exceptional facilities for making and shipping are afforded
by FOUR LARGE PLANTS completely equipped with
the latest and most modem machinery.

Photographer's "Look Pleasant."
The photographer was taking a pic
ture of a newly engaged pair ami there
was some difficulty in getting the right

Wirthmore Feeds are unusually free from foreign substances
because all ingredients are thoroughly cleaned when they arrive
at plant and redeaned after mixing, just before being put into

lea House la Useful Piece of Equipment on Any Farm.

sacks.
It is poor economy to purchase inferior feeds at any price
-—they cost more in the end.

Chas. M. Cox Co.

Manufacturers
ST. ALBANS. VT.

Wholesale Distributors
BOSTON. MASS.

It is this EXTRA CARE and Detail in
the mixing and manufacturing that makes

IRTHMORE FEEDS
ONE QUALITY ONLY-THE BEST
made for the first banquet of the win
ter which will 'be given Jan. 25. The
committee in charge are Mrs. J. W.
Charles D. Young of Lewiston was Sanborn, Mrs. C. W, Wallace, Mrs.
tn town last week.
Maynard Kuhn and Mrs. Jesse Benner.
Mrs. A. F. Bond went to Boston Sat
urday- where she will make an ex
tended visit.
WASHINGTON
Mrs. Hiram Black and Mrs. Guy
A well attended community plan
Levensaler were in Rockland Thursning meeting of the Farm Bureau was
■day.
held at Grange hall Jan. 11 with
B. A. Glidden has been in Lewiston
County Agent R. C. Wentworth and
for several days.
William Grant has gone to Boston. Home Demonstration Agent Clair
Herrick in charge. A good amount of
Miss Angie Perry was in Augusta
work was planned for the coming year.
Monday.
Representative Jesse Overlook and
A. E. Boggs was in Portland Satur
are in Augusta during the leg
day.
v. family
islative Session,
Mrs. Crosby .Waltz has returned from
Mrs. Carrie Kaler is at present visit
Massachusetts.
ing l.er old home here.
Jean Cunningham of Jefferson was
Since the mid-winter recess the bal
in town last week
ance of the High School year is being
The entire Star Theatre force was completed by ^Ir. Mathews of Malden,
ill with the prevailing distemper last
*
week. In the absence of the regular Mass.
The
library
has
recntiy
re
pianist Miss Gladys Flint officiated
ceived gifts of hooks from interested
very creditably at the piano Satur
friends. These donations are much
day night.
appreciated.
Miss Maerice Benner of Rockland
was in town Friday.
Mrs. Theresa Keene has gone to
Thomaston, where she will be the
guest of her sister. Mrs. Abbie Mont
gomery, for an indefinite period.
Mrs. Kit Howell was operated on at
Silsby's Hospital in Rockland last
week.
Mrs. Frank Massure of Portland has
been the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
“The Fireproof Wallboord”
Maynard Kuhn.
Mrs. Sarah Storer, who has been
seriusly 111 for two weeks, is recover
ing slowly.
Think of the advantages
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller were
you obtain in remodeling
in Portland Friday and Saturday.
or building wit h Sheetrock.
Rev. Guy McQuedie has been ill at
Just nail the Sheetrock
Roscoe L. Benner's where he is stay
units directly to the studs
ing while in town.
or joists, and you have dry,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Dresser of
dean walls and ceilings
Wiscasset were in town Thursday.
ready for decorating:
Fred Jackson w^s in Augusta Mon
paper, paint, panels. And,
day.
because Sheetrock is made
New telephones have recently been
from rock, it is fireproof
installed in the residences of Wil
and cannot warp. Ask to
liam G. Labe,- William C. Flint, and
aee Sheetrock.
William Grant.
The Whist Club held the meeting of
W. H. GLOVER CO.
January 11 with Mrs. Jesse V. Benner.
Twelve members were present. The
Rockland, Me.
prizes, which were attractive, were
captured by Mrs. Hadley H. Kuhn
and Mrs. A. E. Boggs. Plans were

WALDOBORO

SHEETROCK
It Makes a Clean Job

TRUE MEASURE OF VALUE

MOTOR

CARS

Seven distinctive body types. Prices range
from $2620 to $3695 at Kokomo, Indiana.
Excise tax is extra.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.

KOKOMO, INDIANA'

A. C. JONES
r

•

and Rubbed With Salt—Meets
Need of Creameries.

BENEFITS OF FALL PLOWING

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture )

It Gives Better Distribution of Work,
Relieving Rush During the
Spring Season.

«

APPERSON

VINALHAVEN
Chillies 1,. Boman, representative to
Leg.slature, left (his week for Augusta,
lie -tor Carney left Monday P>r New
Yoik. where he has "mployment.
'1 he l>-indent Club was entertained
Monday evening -by Mrs. Ada Creed.
Supper was served.
The Silent Sisters held a committee
meeting Sunday afternoon at flip home
of Mrs. 1. W. Filield. Arrangements
ware made for the mask hall to be
given Thursday night at the Armory.
Prizes will be given and music will be
furnished by the Knickerbocker Five.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Everett Libby re
turned Sunday from Boston, where they
were guests of Mrs Liihby's parents,
.Mr. aii-1 Mrs. Joseph Wenning,
Tile Pals were entertained Wednes
day evening by Mrs. William Chilles.
Tuesday evening in Grange Hall,
Pleasant River Grange held its annual
installation with the following officers:
Master, Leslie Oakes; overseer, George
Geary; steward. George R. Poole;
assistant steward, I’erey Whittington;
lay assistant steward, Florence Calderwood; chaplain, Lydia Webster; gate
keeper, Charles Poole: lecturer. Eliza
Caiderwood: Ceres, Kitty Webster;
Pomona.; Edith Ames; Flora. Lora
look; secretary, C. Meservey F.
Amis; treasurer, Lawrence Murch. In
a very able manner Constance Carver
of North Haven, perfonmed the work
of installing officers. She was assisted
by Beulah Gilchrist and Flora Smith.
About 75 were present. Lunch was
served and music was furnished by
Langtry Smith and Ola Ames.
Mrs. I,other Burns left Monday for
Boston to join her husband on his re
turn from Hamburg, Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver enter
tained the following friends to a radio
concert and lunch Sunday evening:
Mr. and Mrs. II. T. Arey, Mr. and Mrs.
I-', K. Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. O. C
Lane and Kendall Hatch. It was a
cert of excellent classic music and
the stations received from were Bos
ton, New York, Pennsylvania, Atlanta,
Georgia, and Porto Rico. The radio
phone worked flue and was much en
joyed.
Union Church circle held its usual
supper at the vestry Thursday.
Pleasant River Grange held its in
stallation of officers on Tuesday even
ing.
Mr. and XJrs. E. M. Hall entertained
the following friends Thursday even
ing; Mrs. Frank Jones, Frederick Jones,
Miss I'na Greenlaw, Mrs. Susan Hop
kins and Mrs. Faustina Roberts. Re
freshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley enter
tained friends Sunday evening. Supper
was served.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Liibby are expect
ed to return this week from Boston,
where they have been guests several
wi i ks of -Mrs Libby's l’arnts, Mr. and
Mis. Joseph Wenning.

“Too strained,” he said,
"too
upon these factors. It never pays to strained. Don't think of each other all
While the ice house is a common build permanently in other than a sub the time. Just look pleasant."—Lon
thing among the outbuildings now stantial manner, and careful thought don Tit-Bits.
found on many farms, yet there are should be given the matter before
A Different Station.
many farms which do not have it. erecting a cheap makeshift that will
Witty traffic cops they have in New
Farmers not enjoying this useful piece not give adequate service.
An Ice house should he built where York, according to the Evening Sun. A
of equipment have need to consider, as
fall comes along, what arrangements It will he shielded as much as possible speeding motorist explained: “I am on
should be made so that they may have from the wind and from the direct m.v way to the station to see a friend
AOt VlM* F IRC DOOR
• place ready to store Ice when cold rays of the sun. The object is to pre off.”
vent the outside heat from passing in
"No, you’re not,” said tlie cop, as he
weather arrives.
The selection of a site for an Ice to the interior and melting the Ice; climbed aboard. “You are ou your way Every Farmer Should Guild for Him
to see yourself in.”
self a Smokehouse Similar to This,
house Is very important. Other con
ditions being suitable, the Ice house on r
farms may consist merely of a barrel
a dairy farm should be placed us near
or hogshead. A perforated cover
as possible to the milk house. In order
should be provided for the barrel.
to reduce the labor of handling and to
The pipe through which the smoke
encourage the more liberal use of ice.
Is conducted from the fire-pit to the
(in a general farm the ice house should
curing house or barrel may he of ce
be located near the residence. To fa
ment, stoneware or terra cotta with a
cilitate drainage the ground on which
diameter of approximately 4 or 5
the Ice house stands should be porous
inches. The cost of the material is
and slope away from the building. Ad
simple.
vantage also may be taken of the near
For fuel, green hickory, maple nr
ness of hills, trees, or buildings, which
any hardwood should he used; never
often afford protection from hot winds,
pinewbod or any wood that contains
thus saving Ice.
F.M
resin. The meat should be smoked
Type of Building.
front 36 to 4S hours, unless it is to he
CORRECT
The construction of the Ice house
kept a long time, when the smoking
Fond Aunt—Bobble, what plant should lie continued much longer.—
depends to a great extent upon local
conditions, the size of the house, and
flourishes In excessive heat?
Popular Science Monthly.
the difficulty of obtaining ice. These
Bobble—Ice plants.
factors help to determine the sum that
NEW LEAFLET ON CLEAN MILK
may wisely be spent for such a build
You Don’t Seigh!
'Td like to marry you." said Mabel Felgh,
ing. Where ice is expensive or hard
Liquid of High Grade May Be Easily
“For you have such a pleasant weigh;
to obtain, a better constructed and in
But you, I fear, get very little peisli.
Produced by Following Rules
sulated and therefore more expensive Farmer’s Ice House With Milk Room. And so I'll have to tell you neigh."
of Carefulness
ice house is advisable. Where natural
ice can be harvested and stored cheap consequently every effort must he
The Course of Love.
A leaflet on clean milk, showing that
ly a cheap structure is usually satis made to resist the passage of heat by
Mistress—Nora, that wasn't your
factory, and the loss from melting ice placing In the walls a material or a Paddy I saw you talking to just now. milk of high quality nm.v be easily
form of construction which will reduce
is a small consideration.
Nora—No, mum; that’s n new one. produced by following a few simple
rules, lias been ISkued by the dairy
The cost of harvesting and storing, the transfer of heat from the outside Paddy's away on his vacation.
division of tile United States Departthe interest on the money invested. to the inside. No material known will
"But is that exactly fair, Norn?"
entirely prevent the passage of heat, ,
"Ah, mum, ‘when the Pat’s away, meat of Agriculture. To produce milk
clean enough to meet all the require
but several kinds of material, called the Mike will play.’”
I- -45
non-conductors or Insulators, offer a
ments of city inspection is chiefly a
matter of carefulness, and the methods
high resistance to its passage. The
A Wifely Sentiment.
best insulators appear to he those tliat
"This movie star saj-s Ills wife beats are not difficult to understand or
especially hard to carry out for any
ronlnin entrapped air In the greatest
him."
number of small spaces.
“But he's a two-pin man of the one who has the inclination.
Size of the Ice House.
The leaflet consists of four pages:
screen."
As to the size this must depend up“I understand she only tackles him (1) Clean, healthy cows, (•_’) steriliza
i on the amount of ice that will be need- during his leisure moments. She has tion of milk utensils, (3) use small-top
ed. A cubic foot of lee weighs about no desire to Interfere with ills art." milking pails, and (4) cool milk
57 pounds, so in storing ice it Is eus-,
___________________
promptly. Each subject is illustrated,
ternary to allow from 40 to 50 cubic ;
Tested.
and references are given to bulletins
feet per ton for the mass of lee, hut j
Thp prOud Mother—Haven't you which explain it further. “Keep milk
the quantity that an ice house of a ^ear(j baby laugh? He can laugii out clean, covered, cold," is the conclud
given size will hold depends upon the loud.
ing advice.
manner in which the Ice Is stored.
The Doubting Father—No. You're
Generally speaking, in the north it will kidding. He can’t laugh. I told him
FORESTALL ROUP IN AUTUMN
take one and cue-half tons for cooling two of tny best stories and lie never
the milk from each cow, and two tons even smiled.
Epidemic May Be Prevented by Slop
per cow In the South. Allowing 60
ping Up Draft Producing Open
1 cubic feet for a ton of parked ice. ten
Wise William.
ings in House.
tons will require about u<><t cubic feet
“Who is your-leafling optimist?"
of space.
“Bill Sprout, president of our Don't
Forestall a roup epidemic by stop
Detailed figures as to capacity, to Worry club.”
ping up draft-producing openings in
Getting in the Ice Crop for Next Sum
gether with directions and building
“How does he retain his cheerful the henhouse. Plenty of fresh air
mer.
plans, are found in literature issued by disposition ?”
without drafts is highly desirable.
and repairs and depreciation on the the United States Department of Ag
“By persistently refusing to buy a
The house can lie freely ventilated
building, are to be considered in rela riculture, which is always ready to an motor car.”
by use of muslin curtains or w ind hattion to the ice loss from melting; and swer inquiries on this as on other sub
flers and dampness is thus removed.
the type of house to be built depends jects pertaining to farm practice.
Harmony In the Office.
Drafts and dampness produce colds,
Browne—Harmony should always which run into roup, pox, canker and
prevail in an office If you want to do diphtheria.
soaked in water and steamed for 30 business efficiently.
The air supply in a henhouse may
seconds with live steam, and lined with
Towne—Yes, a man with a pretty be more readily controlled by having
liners that had been dipped in a sat typist has no business with a jealous three sides air-tight and tlie fourth,
urated solution of boiling brine, de- wife.
preferably the south side, equipped
j veloped very little mold; hnt results
with ventilating devices.
Use one
When Muriel Met a Rival.
square foot of glass and one square
Cause of Much Annoyance and!
Muriel—They went to the lake dis foot of muslin to 16 feet of floor
The treatment found most satisfac trict for their, honeymoon, ami Gladys space, or if shutters are used half,
Source of Big Losses.
tory is inexpensive and meets the was miserable.
as much ns curtain space.
Nell—Why, what was the trouble?
needs of creameries of any type and
Muriel—Jim fell In love with tlie
Receptacle Is Steamed for Thirty Sec in any part of the country.
SKUNKS WILL DESTROY BEES
scenery.—London Tlt-BIts.
onds and Inner Surface Paraffined

TREATMENT PREVENTS
MOLD IN BUTTER TUB

PERFORMANCE, NOT PRICE

EVERY Apperson is a bettey motor
car because of the many thousands
of Appersons built before it. A
quarter century of creative effort is
reflected in each motor and chassis
unit. In their production, the skill of
Apperson mechanics has kept pace
with the refining and simplifying of
mechanical principles and details.
The result is the most sturdy and
accessible 8-cylinder motor car man
ufactured. Its superiority of per
formance, endurance and road com
fort is definite by comparison. A
telephone call will bring the Apper
son demonstrator to your door—
today.

expression.

Fanners who keep hogs will find
(hat a smokehouse for curing hams,
shoulders and bacons is a profitable
Investment. A hillside is the best lo
cation. The fireplace, a cubical space
3 feet long, 3 feet high, and 3 feet
wide, should be made of cement from
4 to 6 inches thick. An iron door
should Ife provided for introducing the
fuel. Near the top of the chamber
there should he an opening for a fourinch : moke-pipe leading upward Io
the smoke chamber, which on small

(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.,

<J

St Albans Grain Co.

FARM SMOKEHOUSE IS
PAYING INVESTMENT

Wedding Guest—Where's the bridegroom ?
Bride—Just gone out on n little er
rand.
Wedding Guest—Something Impor When Hogs Are Kept It Will
tant, I suppose, or he wouldn't have
Prove Quite Profitable.
left yon so soon after the ceremony.
Bride—Oh, yes; he went out to see if
------------I—
papa's wedding check was good.
Cubical Fireplace Should Be Con.
strueted of Cement and on Small
Sparing Hix Feelings.
Farms Ordinary Barrel Will
"I want a word of advice."
Answer for Smoke Chamber.
“Well?”
replied
Mr.
Wadlelgh,

IRTHMORE FEEDS

New England poultry raisers.

AN IMPORTANT MATTER

SELECTION OF SITE FOR ICE HOUSE

WHAT MAKES

Every-Other-Day

The growth of mold on butter in tubs
Is a cause of great annoyance to deal
ers and a common source of loss to
creameries. Preventive treatments de
signed to do away with this trouble
have been devised by various people,
and these have been carefully studied
by the United States Department of
Agriculture. The treatment that has
been found most successful consists in
soaking the tubs in cold water, steam
ing them for 30 seconds with live
steam, paraffining the inner surface,
and then rubbing over the paraffin with
salt. In addition, the liners for the
tubs are soaked for 30 minutes in a
saturated solution of boiling brine.
Under tlie supervision of the depart
ment several million pounds of but
ter have been packed in tubs and
liners treated in this manner and no
eases of mold have been reported.
A number of methods of treating
tuhs and liners have been tried out in
comparison with the one just described,
but no other lias been equally success
ful. Some tubs and liners were mere
ly soaked in cold water, and in these
the mold made an abundant growth.
When tlie tubs and liners were soaked
in a saturated solution of cold brine
the growtli of tlie mold was somewhat
reduced
Unt'er In ruhs Tliat were

There nre several advantages tn fall
plowing. It gives a better distribu
tion of farm work, relieving tlie spring
rush. Soils that are inclined to lie
wet ami cold 'will warm up and lie
AROUSES CURIOSITY
ready for working earlier in tlie spring
The Luncheon Customer:
Yes,
If fall plowed. Where sod. coarse lit
you have quite an attractive lit
ter or a heavy growth of vegetation Is
tle place. But why do you print your
tn be turned under tlie material will menu In French?
partially decompose during the winter,
The Proprietor:
Do you think
tints making it possible to prepare a these shoppers would buy kidney
better seed bed in the spring. Fall stew or beef liver and onions In
plowing also helps destroy certain In English?
sects. Soils that are heavy and in
clined to be cloddy will often improve
No Joke.
,
Success, we're told, requires hard work,
in tilth with fall plowing.

KEEP ONLY BEST PUREBREDS

And that, no doubt. Is true enough;
Still, to make good, you're gonna find.
You also need a lot of bluff.

Evidently.
All Animals That Do Not Come Up to
"Dat Ann Eliza done got eight famIdeals Should Be Sold td Butcher—
biles to wash fur."
Keep Breeders.
“She needs a husband to manage her
All purebred animals are hy no Intrusts.”

means
desirable
or
satisfactory.
Cora’s Coryza.
Where purebred registered animals
She—Marry you! Why. your salary
are kept the best o»lv should lie re
tained or sold for. breeding stock. wouldn't keep me In handkerchiefs.
He—Oh, very well; I'll wait till your
Slaughter or sell for slaughter tlie
purebreds that do not cotne up td cold is better.
your ideals of breeding stock.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

5 Talbot Ave., Rockland
TELEPHONE 57S-R.

“THE EIGHT WITH EIGHTY LESS PARTS”

WANTED

W. P. STRONG

to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

V.

279-285 MAIN STREET

Z

J,

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

F. STUDLEY

I.

58-tf

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

CUSHING

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Faies of
Warren we e guestes of bis parents.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Faies first of the
week.
Miss Fannie Crute has returned
to Winsted, Conn.
Mr. Anderson of North Haven was
the guest of his son, Augustus Ander
son last week.
Miss Lizzie E. Young w-ho has been
spending a few weeks with Mina A.
Woodcock has gone to Thhmaston
where she is housekeeper for George
Cross.
•
It is quite a remarkable record that
during the year 1922 there were but
two deaths in the town, and nearly
a year elapsed with out any.
Tlie Ladies' Aid supi>er for January
with Mrs. Rose Wales housekeeper.
The proceeds were $6.65.
Mrs. Thomas' Maker who has been
in Knox Hospital Rockland for treat
ment has returned home.
Miss Orp'aa Kllieran has returned
to Rates College, Lewiston after
spending tlie holidays with her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Kllieran.
■Mrs. Avesta Bucklin of Thomuston
was the recent guest of her son,
Charles Bucklin.
Miss Bila Maloney .of Portland was
the recent guest of her sister, Mrs. B.
S. Geyer and mother, Mrs. C. F. Ma
loney.
Mrs. Alfred E. Davidson was home
to attend the funeral of her mother.
Mrs. Katrina K. Olson and escort tho
bod/ to Quincy, Mass.
Mrs. W. F. Flint is visiting her
mother. Mrs. Bushnell in Thomaston
for a few weeks.
•
Capt. and Mrs. iF. L. Maloney have
returned to their home after visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Granville Osier
a few weeks.
'Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Killeran were
called to Thomaston Sunday hy the
illness of his mother at the home of
Mrs. Adelbert Benner.
•
Mrs. Oliver Teel of Boston Was the
recent guest of her sister. Mrs. F, L.
Maloney, Jr. Her daughter Franaes
Visit Hives at Night and Scratch on accompanied her on her return to Bos
ton.
Outside Until Honey Gath
Burp'ee's ambulance from Rockland,
ers Come Out.
was in this place last Tuesday to take
Mrs. Stanley Miller to Silsby Hospital,
d A report from Ohio received by the
where she is receiving surgical and
biological survey of tlie United States medical Treatment, and recovering
Department of Agriculture says that quite rapidly. Her friends are to give
skunks are giving a great deal of I her a post card shower Saturday, Jan.
trouble to bee-keepers in 'tliat region. 20 and it ;s hoped all may remember
Tlie skunks visit tlie hives at night her with a card on that date.
• • * •
and scratch on tlie outside till the
Mrs. Katrina K. Olson
bees coine out. As soon as they ap
M,:. Katrina K. Olson died at her
pear the skunks eat them. The bio
home in North Cushing Jan. 2, after
logical survey recommends tliat under a she rt period of ill health. The fu
such conditions tlie hives he fenced neral services were held at her home
In will', chicken wire at least three Jan. 7. Rev. Lj I’. Miettinten officiating,
feet high.
an i the remains.were carried to Quin
cy. Mass for interment. The bearers
were Otto Lampinen. Etnil Laine, Karl
WINTER EGGS BRING PROFIT Maki. Jack Bedell, Andrew Maki and
.1. Laaka. The deceased, was born June
To Obtain Greater Production Fowls 6. 1869, and was married Oct. 28, 1894,
to Andrew Olton, who Mirvives her,
Should Be Young and of Good
together with four daughters. Mrs.
Laying Breed.
Alfred Davidson, who now fcsides in
Washington, D. C., U C. Chrihdiia. I.
For the largest profit a good pro Eienora and Elsie D., and one sink,Ed
portion of the eggs should he laid ward R„ residing at home. Mrs. Ol
during the winter. If two extra eggs son's life was marked by years of ina week can be obtained from each dus’iy and thrift and by the steady
hen, a good profit will be made, and accumulation of lifekmg friends and
If the product is increased hy only affection for a family which wor
one egg a week In winter this one egg shipped her.
will pay for all the feed the hen eats.
NORTH APPLETON
To obtain this greater production not
only should the fowls' he young and
Dad Colds and grippe have been quite
of a good laying breed hut the feeder
should have a full knowledge of the prevalent in this vicihity.
Mra. Frank Meservey is quite ill
proper feed and its preparation.
with pneumonia.
Her mother. Mrs.
Tobias Wadsworth, Is Caring for her.
The past two Sundays the North Ap
■H M >1111 1-H-1-HI1II1111 Ik
pleton Sunday school has met at the
of Bernard Pitman.
IOGENES Looked For an home
Orntond Keene, Leland Johnson and
Honest Man. If He Had
Arthur Sprowl have ben hauling
Been Wise Enough to
heads to Roek|>ort the past week.
Miss LotUe Waterman Is home from
Advertise He Could
Rockland where she has had employ
I: Have Sat Still and Waited For
ment.
J J Honest Men to Come to Him.
W. A. Waterman is confined to the
wiiintH-m-ni i mi hi house with a bad cold.
Mrs. Charles Towle has been on the
sick list.
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HOW EXPLORER FELT
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Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

THREE SCHOONERS LOST

When He Visited “The Val
The Robert W. of Rockland Wrecked At York Beach—
ley of Ten
Thousand
Others At Little Cranberry Island.
Smokes"—A Marvel of Na
ture.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 13—Why is
an explorer?
What compensates a man for adven
turing into unknown perils, enduring
untold hardships, and 'bringing back
neither gold nor silver, but only pre
cious .bits of scientific information?
A chapt^ in the complete report oi
the National Geographic Society’s Ex
peditions which discovered and ex
plored America’s future great national
para, “The Valley of Ten Thousand
Smokes,” relates the personal experi
ences of members of the expedition
under Robert F. Griggs. L. G. Fol
som, writing to Dr. Griggs, says:
“You, and only you, whose compan
ion 1 was in the 'discovery, can have
an adequate conception of the emo
tions of one wbo knows he is the first
of his fellows to look upon such a
marvel of nature. In fact, the emotions
of a discoverer must bear some simil
itude to the emotions of a creator.
“To think again of what we had al
ready seen, to feel again the explorer's
urge, to suffer again the pains of pro
tracted exertion, to experience again
the thrill and exaitatioti" of achieve
ment, produces a sort of exquisite lan
guor, which, were 1t not that there is
still so much to do, one might wish to
lie lasting.
“The thousands of little volcanoes
were almost a more magnificent sight
than the wonderful K-atmai Crater we
had visited the day before. We were
in danger ®f being - surfeited with
‘world wonders.’
“There comes in upon my conscious
ness yet, occasionally, a sort of start
ling memory of the experience. It al
most hurts. Then I fall to dreaming
of the causes and probable progress
of such phenomena; of the unusual
opportunities for study: the wonderful
scenic display of natural forces."
Striking Beauty of Spectacle
l’aul R. Hagelbttrger, Assistant
Botanist: “Bright sunshine bathed the
Valley when I first* saw it. Even
though several miles away, I was awe
struck by the surprisingly large size
and striking beauty of the spe -tacle.
There were so many more steam jets
than I had even hoped to see that 1
could only gaze in silent admiration.
“After living in the Valley and
working among the fumaroles, my im
pressions began to change. My amaze
ment at the great area was intensified
by the knowledge gained on many
trips across the Valley floor. The
beauty of each individual vent was
even more than that of the Valley as
a whole,
“The thing that stupefied me, how
ever, was the ever-present proof tha:
some terrific energy or force had only
recently exerted itself.
Everything
seemed on such a huge scale. Our
tents looked insignificant amid the
roaring volcanic vents.
"As I came daily to know the area
better, I was more and more impressed
by the Titanic forces tha$ had been
at work here. Human endeavor and
achievement seemed dwarfed to tnsignifi ance by comparison. I felt out
of place and like an intruder in this
Land of the Gods. This Valley ap
peared to be on another planet that
■was in process of formation."
Too Smoky for Surveying
A humorous reaction is given by
Clarence F. Maynard, topographer,
who wrote whimsically to Dr. Griggs
after his return: “The smokes did not
with their wander as a natural pheimpress me with their grandeur or
nomenon. Their ability to make sur
veying next to impossible did. however,
make a ve^- decided impression on me.
On the occasional clear days wh°n the
sun was shining down the Valley they
seemed to be always at their best, as
Griggs would put it, hut to my mind
at their worst.
“On these, the few rare days when
it was not raining and the wind was
not doing its best to move our camp
(rather good judgment on the i>art of
the wind, I should say), they would
shoot forth jets of steam which scon
took the form of clouds and obscured
the country we were trying to work.
“I finally began to believe that the
smokes were out to buck me, and be
came convinced of it when, on one of
the rare fine days, 1 ascended to a
peak which immediately became en
veloped in fog. This was not unusual,
but I -was Impressed on returning to
camp to hear from the more fortunate
members of the party that the whole
Valley had been dear with the excep
tion of the peak I occupied.
When Tent Is Not a Tent
“I am not a vegetarian; furthermore,
tea cooked In a steam pit is not tea. A
tent that never sheds a drop of water
is not a tent. A wool comfort placed
on the ground which is 110 deg. F. in
the above tent will steam beautifully.
It is a natural phenomenon, but it is
not a good bed.
“I believe 1 mentioned that I am not
a vegetarian. 1 like 'bacon in the
njoinipg: 1 like it frictb- A steam jet,
in spite of its being a glorious and nat
ural phenomenon, will not do this. I
am lrom New England and have de
cided ideas on baked'beans. Again the
steam Jet fell down. It needs New
England training. Bakt-d beans art
beyond the limit of its capabilities.
"1 should say the coming of the
smokes ruined what might otherwise
have been a perfectly good country.
My opinion, however, is probably val
ueless, as being out of tobadco always
colors my views!’

f

Sold everywhere

Ryzon
BAKING POWDER
you us e Jess

WE BUY

R^wFurs
Bring your collection in. Trade
face to face and get your
money on the spot; It is the
most satisfactory way to do
business.

ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
456 Main St, Rockland
T-Th-127Janl8

After being lushed to the rigging for
nearly six^hours, Capt. C. S. Mitchell
and his son of» Newbridge were res
ued from the two-masted schooner
Robert W., Friday night, through the
efforts of Frank Philbrick of York
Harbfir, who got a line to them and
with the help of others gathered on
the shore, was able to bring them
safely to shore.
The schooner was dirven ashore on
bong Beach in front of the Mitchell
House during the blinding snowstorm
Friday afternoon, Capt. Mitchell hav
ing run by in his attempt to make
Cape Nattick harbor.
Waves breaking over the craft and
ill around her prevented those on
shore from launching any sort of graft
into the water and after various un
successful attempts had been made,
the two men on the craft were seen to
lash themselves to the rigging to pre
vent themselves from being swept into
the raging sea. As darkness fell, there
was every indication that the crew of
the schooner would pass the terribly
cold night in the rigging, continuaily
.showered by the breaking seas which
froze as they fell.
At this time Mr. Philbrook succeed
ed in getting a line to the craft and in
the darkness of the early evening, with
the aid of those who had gathered on
the beach, was able to bring he two
men safely to shore. They were im
mediately
taken to
the Mitchell
House and made comfortable, suffer
ing from frostbite and from their long
exposure to the driving snow and the
freezing seas.
When first brought to the shore
they were unable even to tell their own
names.
One of thorn had been
washed overboard during the storm
and was saved by the other. Mishap

followed mishap and within a short
time the rudder broke. This allowed
the craft to be driven on the beach,
bow first. Coast Guardsmen were un
able to reach the craft during the af
ternoon 'but as the tide receded and
the wind died down during the early
evening the successful attempt at res
cue was carried Aut.
Vessel and cargo are reported a to
tal loss.
The Robert W„ built at Piermont.
N. Y„ in 1847, was bound from War
ren to l.ynn, and put into Portland
Jhe middle of the week, sailing from
there Thursday. She is owned by the
I. L. Snow Co., hails from Rockland,
and is 93 gross tons. She was launched
in 1847 as the schooner Entire, later
becoming known as the Robert A. Kinnier, and finally as the Robert W.
* • • •
The three-masted schooner Gen
eral George B> Hogg, New York to
Annapolis, N. S., with 300 tons of coal,
went ashore at 4 o'clock Friday after
noon on the southern end of Great
Cranberry Island, off Mount Desert
Island. Coast guardsmen from the
Isle.sford station went to the schooner
and succeeded in taking off Capt
George Haughn and his crew of men
The vessel will be a total loss. Like
the three-masted British schooner
Don Parsons, wrecked the previous
day on Little Cranberry Island, oppo
site the Coast Guard station, she prob
ably was seeking a harbor. The Par
sons broke in two and will be a total
loss. She had 700 tons of anthracite
coal for St. John, N. B.
Captain Thomas Card of Sumerville, N. S., rescued with his wife and
crew of six men, awaited an oppor
tunity to be taken to the mainland
from the station, where they were
given shelter.

The direct route between

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON

SWAN’S ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notioe)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8, 1923
Leaves Swim's Island dally except Sundays
at 5 3ft A M for Stonington. Xorlb Maven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.39 P 5/ . for
Vinalhaven. *NorJi Haven, StonAgUm, and
Swan’s Island.
\Y. S WHITE.
(ieneral Manager.
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 8. 1923

►
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD 1
Eastern Standard Tin.e
Twains Leave Rockland row

Augusta, A {7.00 a. m. 17.30 a, t®.. 11.10 p. nt.
Bingor A {7 0.) a. in. 17.30a.tn., 1J.lOp.ro.
B.ith A|7,00 a.m.. 17.30 a.m., jl.W p m15 30 p. m.
Boston. AJ7.00 u m . 17.30a.m., 11.10p.m.
Brunswick A{7.00 a. m., 17.3d a. m.. 11.10
p. m.. 15 30 p: ro..
Lfwiston.A47.OOa.ro. 17.30 a.w.« tl.10 p ra.
New York. 11.10p.ro.
Portland A{7.00a.m . 17.30a.m., fl.Wp.ro..
15 30 pm.
,
Waterville Atf.OOa ro.. *7.30 a m. 11‘Wp.m.
Woolwich. {7.00 a.m., 17.3Ga.in., tl-Wp-m..
15.30 p. ra.
1 Daily, except Sunday
• S Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage lietwcen Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. 11 ARRIS.
9-24-22 V. P. JkGen’lMgr. Gen I Passenger AgL

Every
Poultryman

131 StaBoXa - ^sachl*

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

is Interested in Winter Eggs,

Better Methods,

BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST

More Production, Good Hatches, Strong Chickens,

Leave Rockland Mondays and TjuAldays at
6.00 I* M for Bouton.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdavs and Friday®
at 5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 00 A. M.; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
Belfast 7 15 A M.: Bucksport 9 00 A. M.;
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return—-Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10.00 A M. for Boston and way
landings, due the following morning about
7.00 A M.
.

Big Profits, and Less Labor. '
All these and many other secrets are told in the
te23 Park & Pollard YEAR BOOK and ALMANAC.

MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINE8
BAR HARBOR LINE

This book contains 72 pages and 175 illustrations;
is valuable to everybody that keeps chickens.

ATTACKED BY MANIAC

Leave Rockland Wednesdays nt 5 A. M for
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bur Har
bor 11 A. M.
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays St 8 00
A M for Rockland and way landings.

A

postal card will bring it to your door free if your
dealer does not have a copy for you. '

•ormer Washington Doctor
Has Thrilling Experience At

BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
Bark Harbor, Bggeinoggin, South Brookeville
Sargentvllle. Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Bluehill. due Bluehlll 11.45 A M
Return--Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8 00 A.
M for Rockland and way landings
At Boston connection Is made via the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West.

Send dealer’s name and address with your request.

Patient’s House.
A Waltham despatch in the Sunday
Jlobe told of a former Washington
doctor’s nerve-racking experience in
that city.
• * • •
Attacked Saturday afternoon with a
brush ax by Edward C. Richardson of
34 I.unda street, believed to be men
tally unbalanced, Dr. Samuel P.
Strickland of Moody street is in a se
rious condition at his home suffering
from 10 gashes about the head.
While Dr. Strickland was out on a
iek call, Mrs. Strickland received a
telephone message from Richardson
asking that the doctor call at his home
immediately.
Mr. Richardson was not on the doc
tor's list of regular patients, but as
there were two telephone calls, and
despite the fact that he was tired from
making his morning rounds. Dr. Strickland went to the Richardson home.
He was met at the house by Rich
ardson, a huge, tall man of 44, who
asked the physician to follow him. At
the first landing Richardson handed
Dr. Strickland a pair of Held glasses
and invited him to enjoy the view
from his windofv. The doctor took the
lasses and started for the window..
Out of the corner of his eye Dr.
Strickland saw Richardson towering
over him, his right arm outstretched,
the hand containing a small brush axe.
Suddenly wheeling. Dr. Strickland dove
for the waist of his would-be patient,
who at the same time brought the axe
rushing down on the doctor’s head
For two minutes they struggled, the
doctor trying to pinion Mr. Richard
son’s arms and the latter hacking at
the physicians head.
Dr. Strickland was no unworthy an
tagonist. His age is 50. six years older
than Mr. Richardson, but he weighs
from 180 to 190 pounds. Finally
breaking from his assailant’s grasp
he plunged down the stairs. Richardson
all the time hacking from behind with
the axe. The doctor reached the street,
jumped into his machine and drove
home. Dr. Henry A. Wood, who treat
ed him, found 10 or more great gashes
on I is head, which-required in all 30
stitches. By some marvel the physi
cian’s skull was not fractured and it
is believed that he will recover.
Dr. Strickland notified the police and
a squad of officers headed by patrol
man Donahue went to the Richaulson
home. Richardson opened the door for
them, and when informed that he was
under arrest and ordered to put on
his hat and coat, he quietly answered
"All right." From that time on he
refused to say a single word, and
within five minutes after he had been
lodged in a cell, he was fast asleep.
Capt. Curran said Richardson would
be sent to the Psychopathic Hospital
for observation.
Mr. Richardson has been out of work
recently and. according to Capt. Cur
ran, he has been in a highly nervous
state and subject to nervous spells.

ANO

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service

The Park & Pollard Co.
'

Dlrjct Freight Service between Portland and
New York is resumed from the New State
Pier, Portland. Me.
Through rates and direct track conn»-.tlon®
with Maine Central and Grarrri^Tnjuk Rail
roads
F. S SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland, Maine.
R S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine

Buffalo, N. Y.

Boston, Mass.

Originators of Dry Mash.

FLORIDA
BY
<?» •jrr« A

Two Failings Wcvkl?
Toradoyt and
8 CZV Saturday, 3 T M
Boston to Savannnh
First-Class Passenger_Far«s,^JBo»ton

COFYWGM?1423 Br THE

BEIN’ SNOWBOUND
CL Tunoo,.

FROM ANOTHER DIARY

W. C. Lufkin Recalls a Notable
Launching and a Memorable Ice
Storm
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In looking through some old diaries,
I note lhat just 24 years ago this date,
Jan. 12, the John B. Prescott, termed
the "largest schooner in the world,”
was launched at Camden. Thousands
of people witnessed the event. Tho
Rockland, Thomaston & Camden St.
Rjr. Co., mustered every available car
including open trailers, although the
thermometer that morning was but 10
degre-es above zerq. The cars were
packed to the lower steps of the plat
forms, and the freight car and snow
plows were tilled with people. Hun
dreds of people went in teams.
The vessel left the ways very slowly
at first, moving hut 4 feet In 15 min
utes, and the launching is described
as beautiful.
In a recent Issue of The Courier-Ga
zette, mention was made regarding the
big ice storm of perhaps a quarter of
a cejitury ago. As it appears to me
the greatest ice storm within my mem
ory occurred 37 yearn ago. My grand
father. William Crie. Hied Jan. 28, 1886,
and at the time of his funeral it was
very difficult fyr the procession to make
its way, as large birches were looped
across the roads laden with ice.
W. C. Lufkin.
Glencove, Jan. 13.

.Mi-O-Na makes your stomach feel
fine, stop belching, heart burn and all
discomfort in a tew minutes. Guaran
teed by all druggists.—adv.

$36.65 W $157.83

PARK* POLLARD CO

ILL I:„„ LI.-. _

1 anseY an Ike Jim HeZ 3
Almost Unberleevabul Win
ter Experyents.

Editur Kurier (Mv Gentle Gazelle):—
Oncet in erwhile I git out the vollum
tiv Mr, Whittier's pomes ami reed sum
uv them. "Snow Bound" alius uppeels tew me and duz it more'n ever
this 'present winter. Runs like this:

-AX

rt

For SpasmodicCroup rub
Vicks over the throat and
chest, until the difficult
breathing is relieved—
then cover with a warm
flannel doth.

VICKS
WV
A
apo

Ooer Z 7 Million Ian

ub
Yearly

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

Rfofessional&BuslnessCards

trade

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

mark

Telephones: Residence. 4I«4: Office 149

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBesth
hay that Is stored and used on the
Osteopathic Physicians
farm is baled because of the increased
3« UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
economy in storage and*the conveni
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
Only Tubers of High Quality Should ence in handling.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Telephone 136
Be Put Into Cellar or Pit—
While the advantages In marketing
Prevent Freezing.
of ha* and straw are the greatest ad
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Purebred Pig cr Calf or Other
vantages obtained thus far from Dol
If best results are expected by stor ing. the advantages of haling the ma
Diseases of the Eye;
Animal Is Suggested.
ing potatoes, only potatoes of good terials which are used on tlie place
Refractions, Etc.
quality should be stored. Potatoes will' warrant considering and the practice
407 MAIN STRJEET
not improve in storage hut are more | Ls worth extending
Hour*. 9 to 12 A. M-; I to 5 P. M.
R.iidenco, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Recent Questionnaire Study of Im liable to go down in quality. Many I
Office Teleehone 493-W
storage troubles are the result of poor [
proved Stock Showed That Home
HORSERADISH GROWN IN FALL
field
ebnditions.
Potatoes
should
be
‘
W.
A.
JOHNSTON. fiEG.*PHC.
,
Influence Is an Important
left In the field a few hours after dig j
JOHNSTON
’
S
DRUGSTORE
Factor Governing Breeding.
Makes Most Rapid Growth During
ging to permit them to dry. Immature
COMPLEE DRUG AND SUNDRY
Cool Months and Is One Crop
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
potatoes
will
have
to
be
handled
and
(Pr.pared by the United States Dep»rtmenl
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
Not Injured by Freezing.
of Agriculture.)
watched carefully.
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
In selecting birthday and Christmas
LARGING.
Potatoes may be stored in open bins
Cool weather in autumn is the time 370 Main St.. Rockland, Me.
gifts for children in rnrnl coimminities in a cool cellar or buried in the ground
that
horseradish
makes
Its
most
rapid
why not give a purebred pig. calf, oi If stored in a cellar, they should not
other animal? This Is the suggestion oi be piled more than a foot deep. When growth. It Is another one of the root
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
the I'nited States Department of Agri stored in layers deeper than this or in crops that Is not injured by freezing.
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
culture, which, wit!' the various states. sacks, there is more danger of loss Extreme hot weather this summer did
—and—
not
seem
to
injure
horseradish
plants
X-RAY OPERATOR
Is conducting tlie “Better Sires—Bettet from decay.
that were given a good start in the
Stock” campaign. A recent question
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Potatoes may he hurled In the
naire study of the utility value of pur© ground over winter. A shallow hole spring. The plants will stand both
Telephone 123
extremes of temperature. Where stor
bred live stock showed, among otltet about C to 12 Inches deep should he
age space Is limited they may he left
GEORGE W. FOSTER
results, that home influence is an 1m
dug and lined with about two inches o(
In the ground until spring. Some dig
portant factor goiernlng the breeding straw. Tlie potatoes should he placed
them late In the fall, hut often oldDealer in Pianos
in the hole and covered with straw timers leave them In the ground all
and four or five inches of soil. Ven
Fine Tuning
winter.
tilation should be provided in the same
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
manner ns for storing other root
crops.
As the weather gets colder, SWEET CLOVER FOR PASTURE
place another layer of straw on tlie
L W. BENNER
mound and add sufficient soil to pre Will Withstand Frost, Drought and
Grasshoppers and Produce
vent the tubers from freezing.
All Kinds of Real Estate
High-Class Food.
2 NORTH MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
AVOID SOFT-SHELLED EGGS
TELEPHONE 233-J
3(-tt
For pasture, sweet clover is prob

GIFTS FOR CHILDREN
IN RURALCOMfclUNlTiES

BEST STORAGE OF POTATOES

Usually Caused by Hens Being To<
Fat or Insufficient Supply ot
Limo Food.

A Club Girl end Her Prize Pig.

c

$42.82

Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
Residence until 9 A. M. and ty ^Appointment

A prairie football game,
Although he may recover, he
Will never look the same.

.

W $79.23

Pier 42, lloosac Tunnel Docks, Boston
1*1 T.-Th-tf

<91

Then It Happened.
A stranger dared to referee

ROUP

|To Jacksonville

% $51.28
Rnnnd $96.15
Trip

Ir gt-idinr maala aod atataroom secaoifn«®Bti®s»
Ocean Steamship Co. of Savannah

The sun that brief Deceintier day
hose cheerless over h'its of gray.
And. darkly circled, gave at noini
A sadder light than wining moon.
Unwarmed by any sunset light
Tlie gray day darkened in o night.
A night made heavy with tlie svarm
And whirldance of tlie blinding norm
And when the second morning shone,
We looked upon a world unknown ”

Thet deer ole Quaker ]>oet knowed
wot a reel ole fashuned daown east
snowstorm wuz like ennyway. One
day arter wun uv them reel snow
storm, I sez t’ EJb Tansey:
“Eb,” I sez, “yew ever reed Snow
Bound?"
“No,” sez Eb, "I aint never red it
but I ben snowbound, by cracky.”
“Wen wuz this?” I sez,
"Wall, sur," sez Eb, ”’Twaz ni enter
tliutty
yeers
ergo.
Me'n
Sile
Pettigrew uster hev a kamp up in th'
woods, and we'd go up thar guirnin'
oncet in erwhile. Oncet we went
caHatin’ t' stay four or live days, and
trap sum foxes or suthin’. 1 callate
’twuz "bout th’ secon’ day, wen it cum
onter snow. Godfrey mitey, yew never
see nuthin’ like it in awl yore born
days, jest kum rite daown like er wite
blanket, and kept it up fer forty-ate
hours. The denied kamp wuz snowed
under, and long tords the last uv th'
storm me’n Sile cuddent seem ter talk
t’ 1 enutinr atall.
We'd open our
mi utlis but nary a sound would kum
aout. Kinder gut on our nerves, try
ing t' talk and cuddent.
“Finerly on th’ 3rd day we dugaout
and when ive gut ther dore uv th'
kamp open and sum air inter th’plase, I
smAi ef all til' tilings me’n Sile hed
been, sayin’ t' 1 ennuther and cuddent
heer begun t’ kum aout an’ fer baout
er half a day th’ air wuz full uv sech
things ez:
“’Hey! yew lunk-hed. wot in tunkets th’ matter—air ye dum, er winy?'
" ’Shet up! yew dern fool, keep yure
fase klosed or else say sumthin’i’
“And so 4th. We wuz blame neer
tired out when th’ dern talk stopt and
me'n Sile never spoke ergin th' hole
trip. Funnyest dern thing I ever hed
happen tew me.”
Bb’s a gude oiil skowt, so I didn't
want t’ toil him wot I thot uv thet
yarn.
'
Ike Jim.

lo St. Petersburg

of superior domestic animals. In fact,
It ranks in Importance next to sales
fairs and shows, taken collectively
When parents show their Interest In
good stock the children are more like
ly to do so.
One breeder told of receiving sornr
purebred live stock as a wedding gift
from his father-in-law. That beginning
wns an Important influence, which re
suited In an entire herd of well-bred
profitable animals, a practical influ
ence in the couple's prosperity nnc
happiness.
Gifts of good live stock, the depart
n-ent points out, are not only accept
able in themselves byt with propet
handling multiply and give pleasure
satisfaction, and* financial benefits fot
nn -Indefinite period.

The cause of soft-shelled eggs uau
ally Is that the hens are too tat or dr
not have sufficient food of a lime nn
tore, or have been worried, or the ovl
duct Is not In a good healthy coudl
tlon. which may he caused by Inllain
motion brought on hv overproducitiui
disease or injury. If fowls nre tor
fat starve them down, furnish lln-n
with material for tliells, keep do :s
children and male fowls from chasing
them, provide perches near the ground
feed lightly and use large quantities
of greens and vegi-laldes rather that'
grain.

MUCH ECONOMY IN BALED HAY

ably without an equal. Its ability to
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
withstand frost, drought and grass
hoppers. and produce an abundance
Attorney at Law
of high-class feed throughout Hip
growing season places It in a class hy SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
itself. Many farmers are learning
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
that this hardy legume will solve the Telephones—Office 468. House 603-W
problem of food for their stock, and at
small expense.
L R. CAMPBELL *

BUTTERMILK HAS BIG VALUE
More Breeders Are Beginning
Realize Worth of Feed for
Hogs—Animals Thrive.

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

ARTHUR L. ORNE

Insurance
More and more breeders nre real
izing that buttermilk has a value in
Successor to A. J. Erskine A C?,
the feeding of hogs greater than its
food value would indicate. Animals 417 MAIN ST. • - ROCKLAND. ME.
fed buttermilk seem to thrive excep
EDWARD K. GOULD
tionally well and be remarkably free
from disease.

Attorney at Law

Convenient to Handle and Advantage
ous in Marketing—Practice
Worth Extending.
A recent Investigation shows that
in some states ns many as 10 per cent
or more, of the farms are equipped
with liujdialers and In many cases the

to

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matters

COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN AT.

Read Our Advertisements
w-And Profit by Them

A. C MOORE
Piano Tuner
With the Maine Music Company

I

Every-Other-Day
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NEW BEDFORDS ARE HERE

THOMASTON
Friends of B. F. Keller are glad to
see him out again after his recent
illness.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardiner left
today for Augusta enroute to Hebron
where they will spend a week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. NeWbert of
Rockland were Sunday guests of Mrs.
Amos Dow.
T. W. Pease left this morning for
Aroostook county.
.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
church will meet at the vestry Wed
nesday morning at 11 o'clock for a
knotting. There are several com
forters to be knotted. Picnic dinner
will be served at noon.
Mrs. Levi Seavey who has been
spending the past week in Boston, ar
rived home Saturday.
The Ladies’ Baptist Circle will meet
in the vestry Wednesday for an allday session. Box lunch served at noon.
Don't forget the basketball game in
Watts Hall Wednesday evening. Rock
land High vs. Thomaston High.
A social hour will be enjoyed at the
Baptist church Tuesday evening at
7.30. A special musical program will
be
followed
by
an
address
by Frank C
Norton
of
Rock
land on
‘‘Manners and Customs
of the French People."
Mr. Norton
speat four years in France as a Y. M
C. A. secretary and is well qualified
to give an address which is both en
tertaining and instructive. All arc cor
dially invited to attend.
The World Wide Guild will meet
Friday evening at 7.30 at the home of
Mrs. Minnie Newbert, Main street. All
Baptist girls and young women are
specially invited to be present
A most cordial invitation has been
cxtnded to members ar.d friends of
St. John’s parish to meet the Rt.
Rev. Benjamin Brewster. Bishop of
Maine, at St. Peter’s church. Rock
land. Thursday evening at 7.30. Bish
op Brewster will deliver a short ad |
dress and Rev. Ralph H. Hayden of
Camuen will also speak.
A social
hour will follow.
The Wesley Forum public supper
has been postponed to the night of the
regular meeting in February.

Because of a basketball game pre
viously arranged for Wednesday. Jan.
17, the evening dancing class and as
sembly under the instruction of Jen
nie Harvey Percival will begin Wed
nesday, Jan. 24, in Watts Hall with
music by Marsh’s orchestra. Dancing
class begins at 7.30 sharp and the as
sembly at 8.30. All those who think
of attending should leave names with
' Mrs. Ruth Brackett.
Who is the best looking man in
Knox county?—adv.
7-10

EASY FOR LINCOLN
Thomaston Boys Lost To the Newcas
tle Academy, But the Girls Won
The opening game of the Knox and
Lincoln basketball league in Newcastk
took place Friday night, when Lincoln
Academy was an easy winner ovei
Thomaston High. 58 to 19. The lineup:
Lincoln Academy
Thomaston
Stevens rf ................................... rf Lindsay
Gay If ........................................ If Feehar
Marston c ..... -............................... c Brown
Francis rg................................ rg Mitchell
Burns lg................................... -...... te Libbj
Substitutions, by Lincoln Academy.
Lindsay, Hilton, Rowe, Giles, Genthner
Robbins, Andrews;-by Thomaston, Hal'
and Newburg. Goals from floor, Stev
ens 9, Gay 4, Marston 7. Burns 6, Lind
sey 3. Feehan 4. Brown 1, Mitchell 1
Rowe 1. Goals from fouls, Gay 1
Marston 3, Feehan 1. Referee, Gliddcn.
timer. Merrill; scorer, Richards. Foui
ten-minute periods.
The Lincoln Academy girls lost t<
Thomaston with a score of 22 to 4. Th<
lineup;
Thomaston
Lincoln Acad
Cochrane rf................................. rf Jewett
Orne If.................................... If Thompsor
Dunbar jc................................ jc Chandlei
Keller sc ..................................... se Wrigbt
Young lg
........................... rg Kennedj
Thorndike lg .............................. lg Dodge
Substitutions: by Thomaston. Cornstock. for Orne; by Lincoln Academy
Sylvester. Goals from the floor, Coch
rane, 10; Jewett 1, Thompson 1. Ref
eree, MeCabb; timer, Merrill; scorer
Richards.

r

ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Staples of North
Haven were guests of Dr. and Mrs. C
W. Steward Sunday enroute to Lynd
hurst, N. J., where they will spend the
remainder of Hie winter with their sot
Scot t.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Young were it
Camden Sunday to attend the funera
of their grandchild.
There will he a meeting of the Boar<
of Trade Friday evening. Jan. 19. Tin
to be voted on and a name for the or
ganization will be brought before thi
committee will present a set of by-law:
meeting.
Fred Partridge has been quite ill at
his home on Beech Hill.
Miss Ellen Shibles. who has been
quite ill, is convalescing.
A. W. Brewster of Rockland was a
recent guest at F. W. Copeland's.
Miss Doris Hyler of Rockland wat
the guest of Mrs. John II. Andrews
Sunday.
Mrs. Irene Erewstcr is confined t<
her home by illness.
Favorable reports are received from
Wesley Thurston, who was operated
upon last week at the Knox Hospital.
Rockland.

GLENCOVE
The old pavilion at Oak Hili Grove
is being taken down.
John T. Young, who lias been at
Knox Hospital the past four weeks
for treatment, is at Zebulon Lufkin's.
George Gardner, with three horses
had to stop at Pleasant View Farm
Friday night, not being aibole to proceed
farther in the storm. The horses were
taken to Camden Saturday afternoon
on the railroad track as the street
was blocked with snow.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla builds up a broken down
system It begins’its work right, that is. on
the blood.—adv.

And Series For New England Semi-Pro Championship

WHITE SALE
CONTINUES
ALL THIS WEEK
NEW ITEMS ADDED

DAILY f

K. J. SIMONTON CO.
EAST UNION

WARREN

CAMDEN

C. M. l’ayson and George Payson
have had radio- outfits installed, and
are enjoyiig some good programs.
Mrs. Ida Watts has returned from
West Rockport, where she visited her
daughter, Mrs. Walter Tolman.
Owing to the snowstorms of last
week, it was impossible for Miss Her
rick. Home Demonstration Agent of
Warren to fill her appointment at this
place. A date for the next meeting
will be announced later.
Pioneer Grange is planning to visit
Seven Tree Grange Wednesday even
ing of this week if weather and trav
eling permits.
Pioneer Grange held its annual in
stallation Thursday evening, Jan. 11,
and in spite of the bad traveling there
was a goodlv number present, Warren,
Whfte Oak, Cnion and 'South Hope
Granges were represented. The in
stallation ceremony was performed by
James Dornan in an able manner, as
sisted by our Pomona Master, S. E.
Norwood of Warren and Maynard
Young of Pioneer. Following are the
newly installed officers: Master. J. L.
Dornan: oterseer. Willard Wellman;
lecturer. Maud Wellman: steward,
George Davis: assistant steward. Er
nest Douglass: chaplain. Mary Rob
bins; treasurer. Perley Etter: secre
tary, J. W. Kearley; G. K.. Clarence
Davis: Ceres. Amelia Dornan; Po
mona. Ber ha Esancy; Flora. Lottie
Wellman: L. A. steward. Inez Davis.
After the exercises supper was served
in the banquet hall. A brief program
was prsented, followed by remarks by
the visiting members, closing with best
wishes to Pioneer for a happy and
prosperous New Year. Pioneer Grange
will entertain Pomona Grange in Feb
ruary.
News ot the sudden death of Davis
Gilchrest a; his home in Fall River
was receivid here with much sadness,
Mr. Gilchrest sustained injuries in an
automobile accident on New Year’s
night, which, resulted in his death.
He was the youngest son of Sewall
and Emma (Lothrop) Gilchrest. He
had for several years spent his va
cation with his aunt, Mrs. Rebecca
Davis at this place, where he had
many friends who regret his untimely

The third degree was conferred on
Lloyd Spear at the Masonic meeting
held Thursday night. The Fellowcraft
Degree will be ednterred. weather per
mitting on five candidates Monday at
the regular meeting.
E. J. Cook was able Thursday to
come to the •village for the first time
since his illness shortly after Thanks
giving Day. His fellowworkmen were
glad to see him once more about
Mrs William Dobbin of South War
ren road has entered Silsby Hospital
in Rockland for treatment.
Certainly an intrepid deliveryman
is our milkman. Charles W. MeKellar,
who made his usual rounds through
the recent heavy storm, although re
quiring the aid of two helpers to
make his trip Saturday over the un
broken roads.
Dana Newman who has taken over
the dentistry work formerly carried on
by himself and Dr. E. W. Peaslee of
Thomaston finds his time pretty well
occupied with his own business and
that of his father who has been un
able to attend his drug store since his
recent illness.
Lewis Gordon who lately purchased
a horse of Edward Davis is engaging
in the transportation of the traveling
public this winter.
Mrs. Robert Blake and son Woodrow
came Wednesday from Camden to be
guests of Mrs. Annie Watts for sev
eral days.
Two chimney fires during the late
high winds, one at the home of Gardi
ner Winslow on Friday, the other at
Ida Stevens Saturday forenoon were
taken care of without damage.
Mrs. Em-.st Jones and uncle, Rufus
Libby were Sunday callers on rela
tives heTe.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Overlock called
Sunday afternoon on Mrs. Bannie E.
Brown of Thomaston.

The annual roll call of the Congre
gational church will he held on Wed
nesday evening. A supper will be
served at 6 oclock.
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes
Circle. Ladies of the G. A. ft.. will be
held on Friday evening. There will
be work on puffs in the afternoon fol
lowed by a picnic lunch.
Miss Irene Heal died at her home
on Pearl street Sunday night.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
in the vestry on Thursday afternoon
v ith Mrs. J. J. Paul and Mrs. Charles
Cleveland as hostesses.
The Methodist Ldies' Aid will meet
with Mrs. Mary Richardson on Wed
nesday afternoon.
The Congregatiqnal Ladies' Circle
will meet in the chapel on Thursday
afternoon.
The Past Noble Grands Associatin
will meet in I. O. O. F. hall Wednesday
afternoon and evening.
Miss Lizzie Volmer has been visit
ing friends in Warren for a few days.
Announcements have been received
of the marriage on Wednesday of
Elizabeth Jordan of Portland to Mau
rice Bowers of Camden.
Mrs. Helen Martin, who has been
spending several weeks in Massachu
setts. has rturned and will spend the
winter with Mrs. M. B. Rich.
J. J Rutherford of Portland, agent
for the Federal riidiophone. was a
weekend guest of Mr and Mrs. R. M.
Stahl. Mr. Stahl has been appointed
agent in this locality.
Findlay H. Calder has been in Bos
ton on a short business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hurd of Ash
Point are guests* of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Atkins.
,

W
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CEMETERY WORK
Main Street
THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

The opening game of the RocklandNew Bedford series, planned for last
night, will be played tonight, instead,
and will be preceded at 7.30 by an ama
teur game between Studley’s Stars and
Jones' Jack Rabbits, which teams are
composed of the pick of last year's
amateur league. The New Bedford
series is for the semi-professional
championship of New England. The
lineup of the visiting team will be
found in another column. The other
games will be played Wednesday and
Friday nights. It's a scries that no
rial polo fan will miss.
• • • *
Rockland 8, Brockton 6
St. Aubin's team made it three
straight on Brockton Saturday night,
but the visitors proved worthy op|>onents in this last contest which was
thought by many of the spectators
to he the fastest game that lias been
played in the Arcade since the re
vival of roller polo in this city.
The first period was a standoff—
Rockland 1. Brockton 1. Nine seconds
after tile second period opened Qillflllen shot the ball into the Rockland
net. and the visitors had taken the lead.
Rodney Skinner, with his little swatstick. then took the center of the stage
and made three goals in succession, so
that the score at the end of the sec
ond period stood Rockland 4, Brockton
2. Woodward made a couple at the
opening of the third period, and once
more the score was a tie. From that
time on the game was a veritable cy
clone, each team giving the very best
that the players had in them, and
with goal tending honors pretty even
ly divided between Thompson and
Purcell.
Skinner made Rix of Rockland’s
eight goals, and all of them were beau
tiful shots. The features of the game
were the team work of Rockland and
the great speed shown by the Blockton youngsters. The score:
Rockland: St. Aubin lr. Skinner 2r,
Therrien c, Wright hb. Purcell g.
Brockton: Woodward lr, Gilfillen 2r.
Jolly c. Healey hb, Thompson g.
First POriod
Goal
Won by • Made by Time
1 Brockton—Woodward .............12.04
2 Rockland—Therrien ................. 1.10
Second Period
3 Brockton—Gilfillen .........................09
4 Rockland—Skinner ................... 3.51
5 Rockland—Skinner ................... 2.20
€ Rocklgnd—Skinner ................... 5.10
Third Period
7 Brockton—Woodward ............... 2.04
8 Brockton—Woodward.....................38
9 Rockland—Skinner ................... 4.58
10 Rockland—Skinner .........................31
11 Rockland—Therrien................... 2.18
12 Brockton—Woodward ............... 2.37
13 Brockton—Jolly ............................... 59
14 Rockland—Skinner ................... 1.19
Score, Rockland 8. Brockton 6. Rush
es, St. AubitW 8, Woodward 9. Stops,
t’urcell 79, Thompson 74.
Referee.

, . . ....,
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SHIP
VEAL, PIGS, LIVE & DRESSED POULTRY
ETC.
—TO—

N. E. HOLLIS & COMPANY
47-53 NORTH MARKET STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

One of the Oldest Established Commission Houses in Boston
Prompt Returns—Weekly Market Quotations on Request 135-12|
haliliiillfflnaiMiiMBl

AVE you ever wondered why quick fortunes are

H

never made by funeral directors and why you
never hear of millionaire undertakers?

Public need for broader service and improved facilities
have resulted in large investments in motor ears,scientif
ic equipment, funeral homes and chapels. These bring
about a heavy and continuous operating expense.
Another reason is that the funeral director has taken
over all the tasks formerly looked after by neighbors
and friends. He also performs scores of additional
services which modern conditions and modern sensi
bilities demand.

In the funeral director's bill, the cost of this service and
overhead (often a large proportion of the total cost)
usually is included in the charge for better under
stood items. Such charges should be judged
with this fact in mind.

And the Knowlton Case At
Camden Is Probably Ended
—Bachelder Arraigned.
Russell S. Turner of Rockport was
arraigned in Municipal Court yester
day on tlie charge of manslaughter, in
connection with the death of John D.
Knowlton, Jr. of Camden Sunday
night. Jan. 7
Judge Miller found
nothing in the State's evidence to
convince him that a jury would con
vict. and he accordingly discharged
the
responder.!.
County Attorney
Dwinal’s remarks contained an inti
mation that there would probably 'be
no grand jury action in the matter,
so the whole unfortunate affair Is
probably dropped.
The greater part at yesterday’s
hearing was devoted to the testimony
of Dr. G. L. Crockett, medical ex
aminer. Summed' up briefly it ex
pressed the ogWal'a opinion that
blows on the head were the cause of
death, and that the contributing cause,
was alcoholism. Tlte engaging of the
blood vessels of the brain and the
bluish color of the brain were due he
said to the nature of the liquor which
he had drank. Oil cross examination
he testified that there have been four
deaths from bad liquor in this vicinity,
and that within a few days there has
been a near death in Rockland from
the same source.
Cross eximination liy O. H. Emery
further developed the fact, or rather
Dr. Crockett’s reiteration of the fact
that Knowlton’s brain was In such
condition that death could easily have
resulted from a fall, or anything in the
nature of a blow on the head.
The oth?r witnesses, none of whom
had material testimony to offer were
Constable William S. Dyer. Harry
, Marshall and William Carleton.
Prior to this hearing Lewis Bacheider. one of the participants of the
il, fated Sunday party at the Carleton
stable was arraigned on two com
plaints of single sale. He was dis
charged on the complaint of having
sold liquor to Ferd Harriman and was
held on the charge of having sold
liquor to William Clark. Bachelder
appealed, and gave bail in the sum of
8500. He was represented by Frank A.
Tirrell.
Proceedings were suspended tem
porarily by tile act of Judge Emery,
who suddenly rushed to his overcoat,
produced a black bottle, and drank
therefrom a copious draught. Noting
the accusing eye of Ju'lge Miller he
offered explanation.
“Cough mediclno,” he spluttered.
Case dismissed.
Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see IL

Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Cofin Com
pany from a copyrighted message which appeared in The
Saturday Evening Post of Stay 6, IQ22.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

We

Undertakers Since 1849
Day Telephone 450.

Prentb Rraatnan'e Border Symbol of Pmatrty taben from Omer Kbeyuem — "Turn
[)mvn Ibr EmptyGtar' " Message number nine. Coc,ri;bt/1 ib22 C. C. Co.
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WKDDTNG STATIONER

INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest tha First of Each Month
ltJ-tt

LOST—Saturday night a .sum of money be
tween E. E Slppuous and Boston Shoe Store.
Reward at THIH OFFICE_______________ 7-9
LOST—•Small Jiand bug containing small
Scorer, sum of money and gold Watch, card of owner
enclosed. Please deliver same to FULLERCORB DAVIS.
5-7

Winslow. Timer. Leon White.
Kenneth White. *
• • • •
r
Polo Pointers
A woman who sat in the balcony
Saturday night, patching her first
polo game', was much vexed with
Wright, the Rockland halfback. If
they had taken him off the floor,”
said she, “it would have been a splen
did game. He is so old that he was
right in everybody's way.” Which is
one ot the best compliments Rockland’s
defensive ace ever received.
* • * *
The Brockton prayers went home
carrying the full respect of the local
fans, who beheld in them an exceed
ingly fast team, playing dean polo ev
ery minute. If Cusick had been able
to come with this outfit as halfback—
hut why speculate?
• • • •
The Rockland team won its 13th
consecutive game on the 13th day of
tlie month in the skiddoo year Nineteen
“23.” What other team, of any kind,
did Rockland ever have that won 13
straight games?
• • • •
Manager Packard Is facing a great
handicap this winter in the abnormal
weather. The teams which he brings
here are expensive propositions, and
it is up to the fans to see that he gets
the loyal patronage that his cour
ageous efforts deserve.
• • • •
In addition to being one of the fast
est polo players in New England to
day Arthur St. Aubin. Jr. the Rock
land captain, is one ot the most de
pendable. His heart Is in -the game
front the moment he skates onto the
floor, and it is very rarely that one
hears a complaint from him. Manager
Packard was fortunate to get his serv
ices this season.
• e • «
There have been many inquiries as
to why the referee did not allow one
of Brockton’s goals in the second pe
riod. In the first place the Brockton
player who made it was guilty of a
technical foul by being in the goal cir
cle; in the scond place he was on both
knees when the ball was hit. The
rulqs expressly provide tliat no por
tion of the player’s person shall be on
the surface when he hits the ball. The
referee did not call a foul, but declined
to allow ihe goal. The Brockton play
ers understood why, and made no pro
test.
• • • •
There was also some curiosity as to
why one of the Rockland goals was
not allowed in Saturday night's game.
The bail had lodged in the netting, but
the netting projected slightly over the
threshold of the cage. Before the ref
eree had an opportunltj’ to pass on the
question St. Aubin said: “Spot the
ball: we won’t claim it.” On another
occasion a contested point was left to
St. Aubin for .settlement, and his de
cision favored the opposing sitje.
Things like1' that make a man a good
sport.

TURNER DISCHARGED

MRS. SOPHIA DE MOTT

Rev. George C. De Mott, pastor of St.
Stephens Episcopal church. Portland,
started Thursday for Painsville. Ohio,
in resiMjiise to a telegram announcing
the sudden death of bis mother, Sophia,
wife of Rev. J. L. De'Mott. The family
in Portland had no intimation of a seri
ous illness and there was no detailed
explanation of the. circumstances in
E Have a Varied Assort.T.er.l the telegrain. Mrs. De Mott was a one
of Type, Which Enables Us time resident of this State when her
husband was pastor of tht Congrega
to Satisfy the Demands of PARTIC
tional churyh in Warren. She is sur
ULAR PEOPLE In Printing Ads. vived by two sons. Rev. George C. De
Mott of Portland and Herbert of Brook
Circulars. Invitations. Cards. Etc
lyn, and a daughter. Miss Grace De
Mott of Painsville.
.«,

Who is the best looking man in
Knox county?—adv.
7-10

Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE

Lout and Found

Begins Tonight—Rockland Has Won 13 Straight.

Night Telephone 781-W MOCKLAND

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

In Everybody s Column

JHE CWfU«.BAKr,fc,
flOCKLAffil
MAINS

T.

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reporter
la ot sale at I.
CARVER'S, Rockland
M-tf

CLEAN!

COZY!

EMPIRE

THE
NEW

CHEERFUL1

Theatre

MATINEE 2:00—10c, 17c. EVENING 6:15, 8:45—10c, 22c
SPECIAL PRICES ON THURSDAY—FEATURE DAY
All the Time!

Laugh Day!

TWO BIG FEATURES

One Small Price

THURSDAY ONLY
Laugh Day!
OH BOY! OH MAN! Oil LADY! LADY!!
Mack Sennett’s Big Comedy Sensation

.“DOWN ON THE FARM”
Five Reels of Romping Joy with
LOUISE FAZENDA, MARIE PROVOST, BEN TURPIN
and a Big Sennctt Cast
COMPANION FEATURE
The Internationally Famed Novel Adaptation

"A WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE"
ADMISSION—17c, 28c. Children 10c

FOUND-Man's sheepskin lined glove. Call
at POLICE STATION
5*7

Wanted
WANTED—Two men at once to demonstrate
Fuller Brushes in nearby counties of Maine
Excellent opportunity for the right man. Ap
ply to II. P MacALMAN. Rockland.
5-7

WANTED -FIREMEN AND BRAKKMEN. be
ginners $150-$25h monthly, uo strike (which
Itosltlon?)
Write RAILWAY, care CourierGazette
1*6
WANTED—Table lirl.
Apply at the
THORNDIKE HOTEL
151tT
WANTED—A copy of the History of South
West. Harbor, printed in 1909. Write THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
136-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices oaid. JOHN S.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14. 15tf
WANTED—Salesmen.
Must have automo
bile. Need not be away from home nights.
We want a man unafraid of hard work, with
selling experience in small towns and country
districts. To such a man we offer high-grade
seiiing position, paying $50-$150 weekly.
STETSQN OIL CO , Ctevclaiid. 0
7»lt

For Sale
FOR BALE—Young driving horse. MJLS IDA
BURNS. 42
(W. Tel. 67-5.
7-9
FOR SALE—Three R 1. Red roosters, and
ten pullets Tel. 781-J M.RS J S. I’ATTEBSON, Ingraham Hill, City
7-9
FOR SALE—Bound Hub Oak stove for liv
ing room; also leatherette covered couch. MRS.
D L Mct'ARTHY, 45 Grove Street.
1^
FOR SALE—“Andrew G.,“ bay horse, can
step in 30 any® time. Good reason for selling
JOHN W. LANE, 31 Spruce Street, Rockland.
6*8
FOR SALE—Prison 'made pung*. used one
season. Will sell at reasonable price
A
BLOCK, Thomaston. Me Tel. 169-13.
«»8
FOR SALE—A horse. Inquire at PEOPLE’S
LAUNDRY. Limerock Street.
5-tf
FOR SALE—Female rabbit hound, 4 years
old Inqquire M. L. KALLOCH, Warren. Me.
Tel 178-31
5*7
FOR SALE—A light double runner milk
pung
MANSON
NYE. Tel. 585-J, Rock
land.
5-7
FOR SALE4rIn Wiscasset, the office equip
ment and furffishlngs m the law office of the
late W. F. Merrill Excellent opportunity. Ad
dress ROY R. MARSTON, Executor, Wiscasset.
5-7
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers.
10 to 60 h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable niilis, factories, boat shops,
bolsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO, City.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rock Land. 'Phone
576-R
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
town road to Georges River Beautiful loca
tion for summer cottage Boating, fishing and
bathing facilities.
Inquire MISS EVA KTORREY. Tenant’s Harbor
3i<tf

A

To Let
TO LET—Two large front rooms furnished.
Steam heat, .modern conveniences. Call 253-W.
TO LET—Tenements I have several vacant
at present. Call 1. BERLIAWSKY, 18 Rankin
St Tel. 152-11
7*9
TO LET—Two •furnished rooms, heat and use
cf telephone 34 MASONIC ST.. CKy
7-9
,.......... ‘
nished tenement of five rooffis, toilet and shed,
excellent cemented oellar, all separate, good
neighborhood; electric lights, hardwood floors
gas ri.nge. and all needed household furnish
ings Just been thoroughly renovated through
out, while the furnl3hlngs are mostly new
Just like moving into a newly built and fur
uishdd building Will l>e rented to a responsi
ble party on reasonable terms No short term
application will be conaideMd. Full particu
lars of F. \V COLLINS, 18 North Main Street.
Rockland, Maine.
6-tf
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping. 8
Fogg Street. MRS <’. Al. HAPW0RTH.
6*8
TO LET—Furnished room and board. 17
WATER STRIjKft
~
5-7
TO LET—Furnished rooms by day or week.
17 LINDSEY STREET
5-10
TO LF.T—Tenement with all modern improve
ments; also garage at 36 Heasant SL In
quire of MRS. C. C KIRK, Brunswick Apts..
City.
5-7
TO LET—Hearted rooms by day or week «t
THE BRUNSWICK APTS . City.
5-7
TO LET—Store wrlh cemented basement at
275 Main St. Tel. 242-1. or apply at 89 Park
St
’
4tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PL;easan
NT
STREET
155’tf
TO LET—Furnished house oo Mechanic
street—on car line. R. K. SNOW, Tel 490 or
79-R.
148-tf
TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel 005-2.

145-tf
TO LET—Nine-roam teaement; good loca
tion L. F CHASM,
Middle Street. Tel.
605-2.
128-t-f
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves.

PHONE 400
Matinee 2 P. M. daily, 10c, 17o
Evening, 6.45, 8.30,
17c, 22c
Thursday & Friday Special Pictures and Prices
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Thomas H. Ince's Masterpiece

HOUSE PETERS

"THE CUP OF LIFE”
A Drama Big in Thought
and Theme

PATHE
REVIEW

COMEDY
FEATURE

—IN—

"HUMAN HEARTS”
You Liked “The Storm”
Wait Till You See This One

NEWS &
VIEWS

COMEDY
FEATURE

and musical histrtnnents or anything that re
quires a dry. clean room. Terms reasonable.
J K. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf

Miscellaneous
EDISON AMBEROL RECORDS—January Hat
8<i-' cavil. I) E. WOTTWN, 5 Knox St.. Thi«m-

aston. Me
, " K___________________ 2*7
BABY .CHIX--WvlUe's S. <’. Reds, breeding
stock, farm raised, in open front houses. Our
breeding pens are headed by a j>edigreed cock
erel. 270 egg-strain baby chicks 22 cents each,
delivered Order early. F H. WYLI/LR. Thom
aston, Maine Phone 471-42 Rt 1,
1*12

“CHRONICLES OF WOK COUNTY." 1 very
handy 106 page book corn piled by R. B. Fill
more, gives :ho official hirtory of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations Sent by mall to
any address on receipt of 56c. Address R. B
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street. Thomaston*
142-tf

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Love!

Romance!!

Thrills!!!

LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St. > Mall
orders solicited HELEN G RHODES. Ifttf

Direct from a Season's Run on Broadway

MARY CARR

PRINTED BUTTER

The wonderful mother in “Over the Hill," in the Greatest
Triumph of Life and Love Ever Filmed

PAPER PRICES

SILVER WINGS

(EMULATION PIZE WITH NAMB
AND ADDRESS OP MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

a

MATINEE 2 P. M.—All Seats 28e
EVENING—6.45, 8.30—28c, 35c

Make it a Party!

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound Use
t
Poitace 16 oent* addltlMtl

$2.75 per 500 Sheets

DONSON

Estate el Catkeriee L. Dyer

NOTICK
Tlie Birtisrribcr tufitiy gives notlie that on
I Dee mber 19, t»2S. he was duly appointed
! executor of the last will and testament of
Catherine I. Dyef, hue of North Haven, in
The Reliable and Satisfactory
tlie County or Knox, deceased, and on Dec 39,
1922, wae qualltled to fill said trust by giv
ing bond as tlie law directs
Psychic and Spiritual
All persons listing demands against the es
tate. are desired In present tlie same for set
tlement, and all indebted thereto arc requird to
make payment Ininiedlatei.v to
WILLIAM T. DYER.
Can be consulted every Tuesday and
North Haven. Maine.
December
30.
1922.
Jan 9-18-23
Wednesday from iO A. M. te 8 P. M.

MEDIUM

29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
13fi‘tf

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

Estate of Charles W. Condon
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
December 19, 1922, lie was duly appointed
administrator of the estato of ■Charles W. Con
don, late of Rocklainl, In the County of Knox,
deceased, and on this date was qualified to fill
said trust by giving MM as the law directs.
AU people having demands against the es
tale, are desired to present tlie same for set
tlement. and all indebted thereto are requird to
make payment inunediately to
FRANK B. MILLER,
Rockland, Maine
December 36, 1922.
Jan. 9-16-23

Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at samn tlme. adU to the prlee
or first 1000, (4D0 dnd I« oenta' post
age for each 1080:
?

$4.00 pwlOOO Sheets
For Half Pound also
Postage 10 cents addJUoaal

$2.50 pe7500 Sheets '
Postage 10 oents additional

‘

For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered st same time, add to the prlot
ot first 10NII, *3.50 end 10 oents post
age foe each 10M.

THE
COURIER.
GAZETTE,
Roddan4 Maine

Every-Other-Day
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In Social Circles
3; la
at
In addition to personal notes recording d»-

(artuirs and arrivals, the department especial
lally
dfcsjres Information of social happenings, par
ties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE ............................................. 770
David II. Buffuni, who has been hob
nobbing for a few days with a dentist,
pending the treatment of a troublesome
tooth, left yeslerd^y for Washington,
D. <?., on a business errand.

ceived and much enjoyed. She will be
truly missed from the office which she
held. Mrs. Evelyn Hix has kindly con
sented to act in Mrs. Simmons’ 'place,
and as she has made quite an extensive
study of missions and the mission field,
the members know that the work will
be well cared for Under her guidance
and leadership. If more of the ladies
of the church could attend these mis
sionary meetings when it is possible
for them to do so, they would find much
to help and inspire them in their dally
work and home tasks.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Week days—9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
'Sundays—2 p. m. to 3 p. m.
The Outlook for Jan. 1(1, published
’Bedroom Suite,’ a one-act comedy,
by Christopher Morley.
• « • •
•
Two poems mentioned in the Book
man as particularly good in the Octo
ber magazines are “Avenal Gray," by
Edwin A. Robinson and “Refuge," by
Hervey Allen.
• * * •
LaJe in January “Roman Barthol
ow,” Edwin Arlington
Robinson’s
new poem will he in print. It is a
dramatic narrative hi verse and tells
the story of Bartholow and his wife
Gabrielle.
• • • •
The author of “Elizabeth and Her
German Garden," has a new hook, "The
Enchanted April,” which is the story
of four women and a castle. This is
the first hook from the pen of this pop
ular author since 1919, when "Christopher and Columbus" made its appea rance.
♦ ♦ ♦ »
January will bring out another .book
by a popular author, “Wanderer of the
Wasteland,” by Zane Grey. Mr. Grey
is in New York now to discuss with
his publishers the launching of this
novel.
Harper Brol hers announce
that one thousand copies have already
been sold before ihe hook is published.
• • • •
Ruth Sawyer, who in private life is
Mra. Albert C. Durand of Syracuse,
passed the last week in New York
?ity. Miss Sawyer was invited to
New York by Annie Moore, head of Ihe
Children’s Department, New York
Public Library, and delivered three
talks there. Before Miss Sawyer wrote
such popular books as "Leerie,” “The
Silver Sixpence," etc., she took up pro
fessional story telling to children, and
to this day enjoys writing Juvenile
fiction. She will take a rest cure for
several months upon returning to
Syracuse.
• * * *

Tlie tTnlversalist Mission Circle will
meet at the home of Mrs. Abbie Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Philip II. Dunbar and bell, Granite street, Wednesday after
little son, Philip, Jr., sailed Jan. 4 on noon at 3.30. Leader, Miss Ellen Coch
the President Lincoln from ifthanghai, rane.
China, for home. Mr. Dunbar has been
Kelly B. Crie left Knox Hospital
in the employ of the II. G. Keith Co.
of Shanghai, China, for the past three Sunday after nine weeks' experi
ence with a severe case of appendicitis.
years.
He Is able to be around to some extent
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Orbeton have re and hopes to he renewing acquaint
turned from Manchester, N. H., where ances at The Brook in a couple of
they have been visiting their daughter, weeks.
Mrs. Eva Baljoch, for six weeks.
Ladies’ Night at the Elks Home will
In charge of the circle supper at the be observed tomorrow evening with a
Universalist church tomorrow night delicious supper at 6.30 and an even
will be Mrs. Katherine Veazie, Mrs. ing devoted to cars and dancing. The
Mary Perry, Mrs. Eva Loring, Miss committee in charge are Mesdames
Ada Perry, Miss Flora Wise, Miss Hope A. H. Jones. H. H. Stover, A. C. Jones.
J. O. Stevens, N. F. Cobb, C. A. Mitch
Greenhalgh, Mrs. Ella Crie, Miss Annie
ell, J. A. Frost, G. W. Roberts, H. B.
Greenhalgh, Miss Edna Payson and
Burgess, F. L- Linnekin, F, C. Dyer
Miss Aldana Coleman.
and T. J. Foley. The impression
seems to he abroad arming ihose who
Thursday afternoon found several
attend these events that tomorrow
members of the Kalloch Class of the evening’s will be one of the most sucBaptist church meandering through the cssfu'. In the institution’s history. The
devious ways and lanes which the supper menu will embrace all home
highway brigade had been able to ef cooking.
fect through the huge drifts of snow
on every side, to the home of Mrs.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid meets in
William Gregory, Center street. The the church parlor Wednesday after
ladies were cordially greeted by the noon with business meeting at
hostess and her sister. Miss Mabel Ox- o’clock. The supper ot 6 o’clock will
ton, who is not often permitted to meet be in charge of Class 3, with Mrs. Litwith this class, as other duties prevent tlehale as chairman.
her doing so. The aftprnoon was spent
in sewing and conversation and all de
Mrs. Annie Haskell left for Boston
parted after a profitable afternoon’s yesterday for a three weeks’ visit with
work, at the going down of the sun. friends.
The Gregory home is in a fine location,
and a pleasant view can he seen from
The Methebesec meeting has been
the windows of snow covered fields and postponed until the next regular meet
in the distance, on Broadway, the boys ing, Jan. 26.
end girls could be plainly seen enjoying
themselves skiing and Rnowshoeing.
Embroideries are still extensively
used, soutache embroideries in particu
Mrs. Otto Olson of Spruce Head is lar forming the most noteworthy fea
spending a week with Mrs. O. Larsen, ture of trimmings for tailored garments
Frederick street.
and for house dresses for the, spring
Close, all over embroideries in vermi
The Pythian Sisters meet with Mrs. celli and in flame designs, in narrow
Nellie Lurvey, Scott street, tomorrow flat chenile braids, also figure conspicu
evening to plan the work for the com ously as a decoration for wool fabric
ing year.
suits. Embroideries and wide braids
formed of fine, multi-colored silk cords
The Shakespeare Society has post are featured among the novelties as
poned Its meeting which was to be held trimming for black or very dark colored
last night to Monday, Jan. 22, and will coats, suits and tailored dresses. In
meet with Mrs. C. H. Duff, Summer general, a marked trend toward the
street.
use of multi-colored trimmings on
black, on neutral or on dark colored
A talented Rockland pianist, Miss costumes is to be noted. Braids con
Elizabeth Carlnl, helped entertain the qinue in good demand in plain and in
local radio fans when they listened in fancy figured effects, ranging In widtli
on the Newark. N. J., station last Fri from the flat silk braid of one-quarter
day evening. Miss Carini wus acting inch in width'to the very wide braids of
as accompanist for Miss Ethel May from 12 to 18 inches. Metal ribbons
Knawles, New York City’s well known in plain and in embossed designs in
lyric soprano. The words of the songs gold or steel appear as trimmings on
and the notes of the piano could be crepe ,and on broadcloth dresses. But
heard with utmost clearness: and there tons are used in limited quantities
was a thrill of pride on the part of only, hut in large sizes, and in very
everybody who heard the announcer. fancy elaborate designs.—Dry Goods
Miss Carini also accompanied Miss Economist.
Geneva Young at the same station last
Tuesday afternoon.
ONCE TAUGHT SCHOOL
City Marshal William Murray of
■Waterville was the weekend guest of Mary Carr's Children All Screen
Mr. and Mrs. William Stinson, Suffolk
Actors.
street.
Mary Carr, "the sweetest little
Elmer C. Davis, treasurer of the Se-' mother in the universe,” sounds like
curity Trust Co., has returned from a exaggeration, but when one comes in
business trip to New York.
contact with Mrs. Carr it can plainly
be seen why and how she earned the
The Charily Club will meet Thursday sobriquet liy which she is known from
afternoon With Mrs. Oscar E. Black- zenith to horizon.
ington, Limerock street.
Here Is a little Iblue eyed woman
still unsophisticated and seemingly
The meeting of the Business and ignorant of the laurels she has won
Professional Women’s Club Wednesday and the homage paid her. No Rollsevening will take the form of a social Royce or expensive hotels for Mary,
meeting, with work on the mystery because she does not live for herself,
boxes for the Food Fair. There will but for her family, whom she wor
be music and light refreshments. ships.
Members are requested to make a spe
Although Mary has been a mother
cial effort to be present.
for nineteen vear3, during which she
has been blessed with six children,
W. F. Manson is seriously ill at his she is still a young woman, and still
home on Granite street.
younger in looks, having preserved her
youth and beauty by devotion to her
H. J. Smith of Richmond is in the children.
city for a week.
In Mrs. Carr’s modest little apart
ment the other day she came out very
Wednesday afternoon the Woman’s plainly in announcing that she hoped
Missionary Society of the First Baptist that every one of her children would
church met with Mrs. Vesper A. Leach. become either an actor or an actress,
Summer sireet.
The pieeting was but, she added:
opened by Mrs. Annie Simmons and the
"They must be good ones, or I’m
program was in charge of Mrs. Lettie liable to disown them, for we must
Whitten. The subject for the meeting not have a ‘Ham’ in our family.
was “India." Mrs. Evelyn Hix read a
Knowing Mrs Carr, one cannot
most interesting and Instructive article imagine her disowning any of those
on “The History of Missions in India, “honey-lambs” of hers.
Burma and Assam.” Mrs. Mary Ulmer
The first great work that came to
read an entertaining letter from Miss the attention of her screen admirers
Myers, u missionary in India. Mrs. B. was in "Over the Hill.” However, her
P. Browne favored the ladies with a latest success for William Fox, name
nolo and Ihe Misses Erskine, Mrs. Sim ly’ the production exlraordinary, “Sil
mons and Mrs. Leach read extracts ver Wings,” which comes to the Park
from the study book, “Building With Theatre Thursday and Friday, bids
India." On aoocunt of ill health Mrs. fair to outshine all of her other
Winnifred Simmons, who has been the achievements.
president of the society for several
Two of her children, May Beth and
years,' has resigned, much to the regret John Carr, have quite important parts
of ’the members, as she has worked in the production, and Mary’s part it
faithfully and always for the welfare quite different from the one she had
of the society and always brought to in her former vehicle. She is appear
the meetings a spirit of holptulness and ing in person at each performance,
assistance which was gnitefiilly re which is also quite interesting.—adv.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
SILSBY’S

(look indicts
'Oil, he has counsel at his side,
And wisdom for his duly,
And laughter gov for hours of play,
And tenderness and beauty.
And fellowship divinely rare.
True friends who never doubi him,
t’pelianging love, and God above.
Who keeps good books about him ’’
- Edgar Guesi.

• • « •
The 10 most popular novels for the
month of December are: “This Free
dom," Hutchinson: “Bahbett,” Lewis;
The
Breaking Point,”
Rinehart;
■Robin,” Burnett; "The Glimpse of the
Moon,” Warton; "if Winter Comes,'
Hutchinson; “Certain People of Im
portance," Norris; "One of Ours."
Gather; "Charles Rex." Dell; ’The
Country Beyond." Curwood.
The mdst read non-fiction—“Outline
of History,” Wells; "Story of Man
kind,’ Van Loon; "Mind in the Mak
ing," Robinson; "Outline of Science,”
Thomson;
"Americanization of EdWhrd
Bok,"
Bok;
"Self Mastery
Through Autosuggestion,” Coue; "OutWittlng Our Nerves." Jackson add
Salisbury; "The . ('onquest of Fear."
King; “Life and Letters of Walter II.
Page," Hendrick; "Queen Victoria,"
Strachcy.
• • • •
,J
'Good Hpalth” for December dis
cusses tile very practical question
'Our Children and Their Spending
Money,” in an article by Eva A. Rob
inette. As an answer to the question
"How do you spend your money,” a
little girl wrote, "My mother wants
me to save my money, but papa does
not so 1 spend it all for all-day suck
ers." "Too many children and elders,”
tile author says, "are like Uncle Mose,
whose sole possession was an old cook
stove. A circus came to town and
Unde Muse did not have the price of
admission. Nothing daunted, he bor
rowed a wheelbarrow, and was taking
his stove to a second-hand dealer. On
the way he met Deacon Jones, who re
monstrated with him about selling his
stove, reminding him that ha would
need it to keep him warm next win
ter. Uncle Mose replied, 'I Tow that
am so. but the show am now and the
winter am yet to come.”
THE UPWARD CLIMB

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Today I was down in Ihe valley,
And as I climbed lo <he height
I saw a child's small footprints
In the new-fallen snow so white;
That those tender feet were weary,
And often paused to rest
I knew, yet they toiled on hravelj’
Till they reached the high hill’s crest.
He had said. "Father I’s tired,
Please don’t let go my hand,
But hold on tight till we reach the top."
Could a father misunderstand
The pleading tones of his only child?
And he whispered in the gloam:
“We are almost there; I can see the light
From the window-shine at home."
And I thought as I climbed tlie hill-path,
1 myself was hut a child,
And in faith I reached up to the Father,
Tn the nigh, so dark and wild,;
And I said: "I’m tired, Fa-ther,
Please don’t let go my hand.
But hold it close in your loving clasp
Till 1 reach the higher land."

And He said: "I will never leave thee
Nor forsake, where’er you roam;
You are almost there; just a few more steps.
And there are the lights of home.”
And I leaned on Him in my weakness,
As a child on its parent leans,
For worn with the toilsome journey
I longed for familiar scenes.
How many are down in ihe valley,
And striving the height to gain,
But their feet so often stumble
And they cry in their bitter pain
For that hand to enfold more closely
Ere the far-off heights he won
And new courage gain from that handclasp
To laat till the climb is done.
-Bernard Aubrey ritman
Appleton, Jan. 10.

399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

APPLETON
Opened December 21, with neither refrigerator nor
sign and with but one announcement in the paper.
However, we had such a rush of business that since
Christmas we have been able to do little more than sit
back and gasp. We want to thank you for your gen
erous patronage and to assure you that we are ready
to give you good everyday service, and are making
plans for interesting things for your St. Valentine’s
floral demands.
The yellow daffodils are out.
There are a few hyacinths. It begins to look like
spring—yes? We mean in the Flower Shop.

H. M. SILSBY, Florist

6-8

Lewis Fish, who is boarding at Mrs.
Bertha Simmons' and attending High
School al Union, came up home Sun
day forenoon on snowshoes. He was
accompanied -by a schoolmate, Clyde
Davi:-. They returned to the Com
mon Sunday night.
The men were obliged to open the
roads again on Sunday.
Mrs. Lorena Jameson called on Mrs.
Lenora Fish Sunday evening.
Those who have been ill with bad
colds are reported better.
Arthur Philbrook was at Burkettville Friday.
The little folks are having it hard
getting to school, but are doing brave
ly and not missing much.
The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, is having a ten
days’ mark down sale on Coats, Suits
7-8
Dresses, Skirts and Furs.

BEFORE STOCK TAKING SALE
We take stock the first day of February and at that time we would like it as low as possible, so we will offer
special prices in each department for that reason. This will be of advantage to people not living in Rockland,
as at our Nine Cent Sale we did not fill mail or telephone orders and, traveling being unusualy hard, we know
many wished to come but could not.
Mail and talaphone orders filled, if not previously sold.
policy to make a second choice.

In ordering, it is good

DEPARTMENT M—BASEMENT
One lot $5.00 Rainproof Suits ...............................................................................................................................
One lot of Automobile Tow Ropes, at special price, each .......................................................................
One Iqt 78x8s In. $5.50 Satin Bed Spreads, at special price of. each ...................................................
One lot 88x9s in. $4.50 Satin Bed Spreads, at special price, each ................ .-........................ ...............
Two dozen 8ix99 Ronlex Sheets, at special price, each ...........................................................................
Five dozen 81x90 Pequot Sheets, ut special price, each ..........................................................................
Two dozen 42x3815 1-ace Trimmed Pillow Slips, at special price, each ......................................
Five dozen 42x3854 Pepperell Slips, at s|>ecial price, each ....................................................................
Fine Ginghums, 32 inches wide, new plaids, 50c value, at special price, tier yard ....................
Bates Ginghams, 32 inehes wide, at special price, j>er yard ....................................................................
Bates Ginghams, 27 Inches wide, at special price, per yard ...................................................................
Endurance Cloth. 27 inches wide, at special price, per yard ........................ ..........................................
Heavy Bath Rohe Flannels. 27 Inches wide, at special price, per yard ........................................
Turkish Towels, 22x48 inches, pink and blue borders, at special price, each ................
Eden Cloth, 37 inches wide, at special price, per yard ...............................................................................
10 pairs 66x80 White Blankets, pink and blue borders, ut special price, per pair ..................
3o0 yards All Linen Crash, red border, extra value, at special price, per yard ............................
70 inch All Linen Bleached Table Damask. $2.00 value, special price, per yard ............................
22 inch Napkins to match Tuble I)uina«k, special price, tier dozen .................................................
Bates Colored Damask, all patterns and colors, special price, per yard ..............................-.....
Black Enamd Cases, 15 inch, $2.50 value, special price ................................... —...................................
Black Enamel Cases,17 inch, $2.50 value, special price .......... ..............................................................
Black Enamel Cases,18 inch, $2.50 vulue, special price .................................... ......................................
Black Enamel Cases,20 Inch, $3.00 vulue, s|>eciul price ............................................ .............................
Black Enamel Cases,22 inch. $3.25 value, special price .........................................................................
Black Enamel Cases.24 inch, $3.50 value, special price ............................................ ...........................

DEPT. H—UNDERWEAR

DEPT. E—LACE AND FMBROIDERY

STREET FLOOR
1 lot discontinued model Corsets, were $5.00 ...........................................
1 lot Outing Flannel Night Robes .........................................................
1 lot Dark Blue and Black Silk Camisoles .............................................
1 lot $1.00 Gingham Aprons .......................................................................
Men’s Fleeced Shirts and Drawers ...........................................................
Men’s $3.00 Madras Shirts ............. .................................................... ........
Men's $1.00 Four-In-Hand Ties .................................................................
Men’s $1.50 Fofir-in-Hand Ties ...............................................................
Men's Soft Collars, each 25c, 35c . ..............................................................
Ladies’ Pink Italian Silk Vests ...............................................................
Ladies' Medium Weight Union Suits ...................................................
Ladles' Pink Silk Bloomers ..........................................................................
Ladies’ Pink Silk Vests.....................................................................................

STREET FLOOR

4 $1.75 Stamped Centers at ............... .............................................................
2 $1.50 Scarfs, at ............... a..... ...............................................................................
$1.00 Scarfs, at .......................... .....................................................................
75c Sofa Pillows, at .......................................................................................
10c Hamburgs, 2 yards for .............................................................................
25c Camisole Lace, per yard .......................................................................
40c Hamburgs, at ............ :.............................................................................
10c and 15c Insertions, 2 yards for ..........................................................
Fancy 50c Buckles ........ .................................................................................
35c Jute, per hall ..... ......................................................................................
Fancy $8.00 Lace Vestings, per yard ..................... ..................................
50c Blue Fringe for sofa pillows .............................................................
$1.95 Embroidered Pillow Cases ...............................................................
Rope Embroidery Cotton, 3 skeins for.......................................................
6-strand Cotton, all colors, 3 skeins for ..............................................
1 yard $3.00 Deep Silk Net Flouncing........................................... ..........

!

I

I

DEPARTMENT K
STREET FLOOR
Men's Hemstitched Linen Handkerchiefs, half dozen for ................
Men's Hemstitched Lawn Handkerchiefs, half dozen for ............
Men’s Memstitched Lawn Handkerchiefs (3 in box) per box .......
26 inch Umbrella, black with white ring handle and tips, $1.50
quality ............ ..............................................................................................
1 lot Tuxedo Face Veils, 25c and 50c quality, for ............................
Bias Seam Tape, white and' colored, per package ........................
Sllkateen, per Itull ............ —.......... ............................................ -...................
Brown and Black Belts ...................................................................................
Army Scissors ................................................................................ ....................
Army Straps .............................. ...........................................................................
While Ivory Powder Boxes .............................................................. 1.15 and
I Black Hand Bags, regular 4.50 ..............................................:..............
4 $3.75 Black and Brown Bags ....................................................................
Babies’ First Shoes and Moccasins .........................................................
1 lot Writing Paper .........................................................................................
Special price on lot of Ribbon, slightly damaged by water

DEPT. A—DRESS GOODS
STREET FLOOR
3 pieces 36 inch $3.00 Colored Crepe Knit, per yard .......................
7 yurds $4.25 Wisteria Canton Crepe ....................................................
3% yards $4.00 Seal Brown Faille Crepe ..............................................
8 yards 40 inch, $2.42 Navy Charmeuse ................................................
12 yards $2.25 Light Blue Crepe De Chine .............................................
10 yards 56 inch $4.75 Plaid Eponge .........................................................
35 yards $3.85 Satin Mantilla Crepe .......................................................
100 yards 75c Colored Fancy Voile .......................................................
1 piece 42 in. $1.42 Brown and White Checked Dress Goods .........
80 yards 54 in. $3.00 and $4.00 Colored Wool Cloaking ...................
I piece 50 inch $2.50 Black Wool Serge with white line.....................
1 piece 50 in. $2.50 Navy Wool Serge with white line .....................
3 yards 38 .In. $1.00 Checked Suitings ..... .............................................

DEPT. E—HOSIERY

DEPT. C—COATS AND SUITS
•'
STREET FLOOR
1 «
/
1 lot $35.00 gnd $39.50 Suits, special ..................................................... 25.00
1 lot $45.00 <0 $55.00 Suits, special ........................................................... 35.00
Plenty of styles, sizes and colors for women of all ages.
Remainder of our stock of Winter Coats greatly reduced In pr ice

STREET FLOOR

Women’s $1.00 Mercerized Sport Hose
Women’s 75c Lisle Sport Hose ..............
Men's $1.20 All Wool Heather Socks
Men’s 87c All Wool Heather Socks .....

DEPARTMENT C—SKIRTS AND SWEATERS
STREET FLOOR
One ,lot Wool Sport Skirts, plaids and Stripes, each .............................................................................................................
One lot $3.00 Children’s Sweaters, sizes to 8 years, each ........................................................................... .........................
One lot $6 50 Ladies' Jersey Sweater Coats, nearly all sizes, navy, heather and black, each ......................
One small lot $1.50 Knitted Cap and Scarf Sets, each ................................................................................ «.....................
One small lot Navy Angora Slip-Over Sweaters, medium and large sizes, each ...................................................

DEPT. C—BLOUSES
BALCONY

DEPT. C—HOUSE DRESSES
BALCONY

1 lot Indies' Percale House Dresses, medium and large sizes, each
1 small lot Children’s Chambray Bloomers, sizes 2 to 14 years, ea.
1 odd lot Middy Blouses, cottonjmearly all sizes, each .....................

.85
.45
1.10

Henna Over-Blouses, each ........................................................................
Challie Waists, each .......................................... i...........................................
Dimity Shirts .......................................................
Hand-Made Waists ...........................................................................................
White and Flash Over-Blouses .....
Silk Shirts ............
Dimity Shirts .......................................................................................................
Voile Waists .......................................................................................................
Pongee Waists ...................................................................................................

2J9S
3.75
1.00
245
2.50
3.75
1.95
1.50
2.95

DEPARTMENT C—DRESSES
SECOND FLOOR
75.00
One small lot Ladies' Navy Wool Dresses, values to $19.50. sizes 38 to 44 .........................
10.00
One small lot Misses' two-piece Jersey Dresses, each ......................................................................
8.50
Two $12.50 Misses’ Rose and Blue Tweed Dresses, each ..................................................................
16.00
One $65.00 Navy Poiret Twill Dress, size 16 ................................................,.......................................
One $50.00 Navy Poiret Twill Dress, size 16....................................................................................
20410
One odd lot Indies’ and Misses’ Serge. Taffeta, Velvet, Satin, Canton Mignonette, Net and Luce Dresses, some slightly damaged.
10KX)
values to $65.00, each ........................................................................................................................

DEPARTMENT B—MILLINERY
SECOND FLOOR

3.50
4.50

Two Canna Hatters’ Plush Hats, originally ................. ..... $10.50
$3.95 Two Henna Velour Hats, originally ............
One Black Velvet and Silver Hat or.iginally ........................ 7.50
3.75 One Old Blue Velvet Sport Hat, originally
One Silver Metal Cloth Hat. originally...................................... 9.50
3.75

DEPARTMENT C—COATS. SUITS AND FURS
SECOND FLOOR

One 30 inch Brown Pony Coat with Badger Collar, originally $125.00. at ....................................... ...........................................
One 29 inch Marmot Coat with Australian Opossum Collar and Cuffs ........................................................................ •.............
One 40 inch Black Pony Coat ............................................................................. ..................... ...........................................................................
One 32 inch Blended Muskrat Coat .....................................................................................................................................................................
One 36 inch Natural Black Muskrat Coat with Coon Collar and Cuffs ........................................................................................
Four 40 inch Natural Muskrat Coats, each ................................................................................................................. ..................................
One 45 inch Near Seal Coat .................................................................................................................................................................................
Two 45 inch Hudson Seal Wrap Coats, originally up to $500.00, each ......................................................................................
One lot 8 Coats, navy, black and gray, originally up to $85.00, each ........................................................................................
One Black Oursine Coat, orignlully $85.00 ....................................................................................................................................................
One Old Blue Marvella Coat, hand tailored, originally $100.00..............................................................................................................
One Green Velour Wrap with Hudson Seal Collar, originally $95.00 ........................................................................................
One lot Black and Blue Suits, originally priced lo $85.00 ............................ ..........................................................................................
One lot Black, tan and Brown Suits, originally priced to $100.00 ........... ..........................................................................................
One lot Fur Trimmed Suits, origiiftlly priced to $85.00 ....................................................................................................... ............. ....

55.00
50.00
46.00
50.00
196.00
125.00
96.00
375.00
35.00
55.00
52.50
55.00
25.00
62.69
50.00

DEPARTMENT L—CARPET ROOM
SECOND FLOOR
Glass Sugar and Creams, per set .............................................................. >
Glass Berry Dishes, euch ..........................................................................................
Glass Pitchers, each ....................................................................................................35
$7.50 Lace Curtains, per pair .......................................................................
4.75
$2.00 Voile Curtains, per pair .......... ........................................................
1.10
$3:75 Embroidered Voile Curtains, per pair ..........................................
2.75
$4.00 Lace Curtains, per pair .....................................................................
2.45
M ,1»5 Marquisette Curtains, per pair .......................................................
1.00
$2.50 Lace Trimmed Voile Curtains, per pair ...................................... „
1.10
Short Length Curtains, less titan ............................................ One-half Price
$2.00 Lace Curtains, per ltair ......................................................... .............
1.25

$6.00 Lace Curtains, per pair ......................................................................
$12.00 lan e Curtains, per pail
$55.00 9x12 Axminster Rugs ........................................................................
$45.00 8 ft. 3 in.xlO ft. 6 in. Axminster Bugs
$30.00 7 ft. 6 In.x9 ft. Axminster Itugs .........
$25.00 6x9 Axminster Rugs ..................................
$25.00 8ft. Slii.xlOft. 6in. Tapestry Rugs .........
$25.00 9x12 Fibre Rugs .................... . ..................
$22.00 8ft. Sln.xlOft. 6in. Fibre lings ...................
$1.00 Drapery, per yard ...........................................
Many beautiful Remnants for Pillows.

3.76
U40

39.00
29.00
21.00
17. W
17.50
1740
15.00
.46

Have your mattresses and furniture made over and repaired at this time. Our men can give more time and attention and at less expense
than in. (lie height of the busy season. We have all kinds of upholstery fabrics. Will call for and deliver your work. Have your automobile
lops, curtaing. and cushions repaired and put in first class condition while cars arc out of commission.

SEE OUR OAK STREET WINDOW FOR DISPLAY OF ARTICLES FROM THIS DEPARTMENT
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Every-Other-Day

WHEN CIVIL WAR BROKE OUT

“There Seems to be Nothing
Better to Buy!”
is the way a writer in a recent advertising contest expresses it, in speaking of

MUSIC
DEPARTMENT

(Written for The Courier-Gazette by Cap}. Edward A. Butler)
I would tty, I said, though my faith
was very weak. His office was on the
After we had been confined in tihe
second floor and he went down stairs
Parish Prison at New Orleans for With me to the street. It seems as if
about a week, some green vegetables j tihe Almighty directed me, as He has
were added to our soup ration making, done many* times since, for we hadn't
it rather morb palatable, and later we S°n«‘ a bhoefc before we ran into Captain Luce—the only time 1 had set
were transferred 'to another part of eyes- on him since we landed in New
the prison, near where were several Orleans. I said:
men waiting for execution. When we
"Mr Camenack. this Captain Luce,
had been there about three weeks, as the man 1 came here with."
near as 1 can remember, we were all
Capt, Luce said: "That is so, and
called to the gate one morning—there he is all right.”
were then about 180 mates and sailors
•'Come to my office at four o’clock,’’
from American ships—and turhed un- Mr. Cammack said, “and I’ll give you
cerc.tioniqusly into the street, and the help you need."
then we were worse oft than when in ■You may believe that I was therp.
the prison, to which in some measure sharp on the hour.
we were getting accustomed.
"How much money do you want?"
Hailor-lUye. this company of freed Mr. Cammack asked.
men naturally drifted down to rite
“Only enouglt to get North,” 1 re
docks and the shipping. Three or four plied.
ships had been left unmolested and al
"Will seventy-five dollars be enough?
lowed to take cargoes of cotton out of You can have more if you say so.”
.toe port. Among these was the Rock
I thought the sum sufficient, where
land ship Charles A. Farwell. We upon he sent his clerk out to buy a
hoarded in succession thesp and of- ticket to Louisville. Kentucky. It cost
feivd to work our passage to Europe, I think 358.12 and measured two feet
or anywhere for that matter, but our in length. lie gave me the balance
services were refused, as all the ships in money. All relations between North
had more men on these terms than and South were not then cut off. I
they needed. We felt rather discour gave my good rescuer a draft on my
aged and hopeless.
father, so that he lost nothing by this
Along toward two o’clock we were 'act of -kindness to the son of an old
tired out with tramping. On some of friend.
the ships we had boarded the sailors
I went to the railroad station for an
were eating dinner, bur no one had in evening train, finding there my ship
vited us to dine, or asked if we were mates Hosmer and Cobb to congratu
hungry In our wanderings we had late me and see me off. I felt very
come to a cotton warehouse, and we sorry to say goodbye to them, but I
sat down under its shadow. In the could do them no good by stayH.„ be
morning I had eaten but half of my hind. I also found there our mate,
picayune loaf of bread, and when ■Oliver Pillsbury, who was to be my
leaving the prison had put the re traveling mate to "the land of the
maining half inside of my cotton free." He was very nervous and ap
t: rirt for an emergency. This I now prehensive. Capt. Luce had got from
took out and cut into three parts, giv McLellan money for the passage of
ing to my chums. Hosmer and Cobb, Pillsbury and himself. After getting
equal shares. This was all the food home 1 learned (bat McLellan had in
we had for twenty-ifour hours, and we his possession J1480 belonging to a
were a very hungry, homesick and ■Rockland citizen, Alfred Kimball, and
desolate trio of down-east boys.
could have given us all enough to get
away, had he' cared to do so. Nearly
We tramped about rather aimlessly all i t the Northerners there felt the
until near dark, when we neared "Old South to be so well prepared that if
Bitl" McClellan’s ship-chandler's store, would hot .be very difficult to break up
in front of whica were gathered a ihe Union. One 1 can recall, who had
grnup of shipping men. I had been in many relatives here, who entered the
New Orleans before and knew some rebel' army,' and 1 heard gave up his
of then by sight, and recognized Al life during Sherman's “March to the
fred Keen, stevedore and rigger, and Sea,” somewhere in the wilAs of
Mark and Tom Welch, calkers and Georgia.
» • • •
ship-wrights. All of them had in the
We were finally off. The trains
past worked for Northern ships and
gotten good revenue from them. My were full of Confederate soldiers
young sailor friends had two uncles, going to.. the front. Capt. Pillsbury
Capt. Jesse and Capt. Fred Hosmer, of was much frightened, and we both
Camden, who had for years run in the kept a still tongue in our heads. I
cotton trade from New Orleans to remember that we got to Jackson,
European ports. I said to Bill Hosmer, Mississippi In’the edge of the evening,
and aS our train was not' tb leave until
who had more cheek than I had:
“There are Mark and Tom Welch, eight the next morning I wanted to go
who have worked for your uncles. - to a hotel and sleep; but my com
Wont you go and tell them who we panion was too frightened, so I stuck
by -ifm. and »e sat op all night In the
are? Perhaps they will help us."
Hosmer did as I suggested aOd was station. At last we arrived at Louis
told toy the Welches, that they were ville where otor eyes were greeted by
being closely watched, and didn’t dare the Stars and Str.pes. "Old Glory"
do much. He was given a silver half Jooked naightT good to us, and my af
fection for tM o!d flag has never since
dollar.
»
We were asked where we were going grown dim iff! any part of the world
to stay that night, and replied that we that I have flsited. It always looks
had no place. Tom told us we could good to me.
We reaehedr'Bofton and our Rock
go into a small shop on the levee
where they kept bales of oakum, land home in good time. Being the
calking tools, etc., a suggestion we first prisoner of the War to register
gratefully accepted, as it would keep frtfm mV home town 1 was quite a
us out of the night dews.” We had hero ter a few days, being warmly
been sleeping on the Soft side of a hard greeted by many who I thought never
pine piank so long that bales cf oakum bo.ore knew me. -brit this soon wore off
seemed a luxurious couch—but the in the light of fnore important events.
pesky mosquitoes were so savage that The 4th Maine Regiment was being re
we got little sleep, even though cruited. four companies going from
Tom Welch had sent us down a Rockland. Many of my o’.d friends
and schoolmates were going, and I
mosquito bar to cover ptir heads.
What would we do fbr breakfast? was "wiM to be with them. I was
Like Elijah with the ravens." it seemed feady to go down and take a crack at
as though the Lord took pity on us those fellows who had so unjustly shut
and provided.
■
'
» * me ■ in the Parish Prison—hut my
mother begged me not to enlist. I was
• • • •
passionately fond bf her—her wish
There was in New Orleans a Mr. Stev
Was law to me in those days, as it has
ens, brother to Paul Stevens, tooth Cam
refhained since—so' for the .time f
den men, whom some of our older people abandoned the idea and shipped sec
may have known. He followed the
ond mate of the little ship John Spear
liroifessicn of optician, and knew and" for a voyage to Liverpool and return
supplied Northern sea; qaptains. In
lo Portland. I then went as mate of
somr way he had learned of our plight. per around to New York, where Capt.
He had a -good heart, full of pity for
Barney Booker took command and
us poor fellows, victims of distress and
hunger, and the next morning' sent loaded grain for an Irish port. This
was -the time of the Irish famine.
down tq us a large pitcher full of good
• • • •
coffee rich with cream and sugar, and
I knew that the ship was in poor
accompanied toy generous slices of order aloft. I didn't relish the idea
bread , and' buter. If he had known of crossing the Western Ocean in the
how that company of distressed soilordead of winter in a ship deep loaded
man called dowa .the blessings of God with grain, as the Chance of her being
upon his kind heart he would have a.handoried at sea was too great, so I
felt renpurded for his goodness to resigned and came home.' Then I en
those suffering, desolate boys. I have, gaged in making tents, for which Gen.
eaten many tine dinners in various
Coehran had a large contract to sup
parts of the world and partaken of ply the Union Armies. At this trade I
sumptuous banquets, but no food has became quite an expert, and was
ever been so much enjoyed as was
earning goocl rn°ney- when the conMr. Stevens’ coffee, bread and butter.
tract ran out and 1 was left without
The memory of this act of Mr. Stevens, employment. " •
whom I ntVfr saw, -has been precious
About this time took place the
and enduring, and I am very glad to Mason and Slidell affair, . in which
pay this simple tribute for 'what he Capt Chariest Wilkes of the U. S. 8.
did in that hour of great need.
San Jacinto made prisoner those two
No boarding house would take us Irt.
rebel -commissioner*- when on their
unless we would agree to enlist in the way to England. . This.brought from
Cqnf ederate service; Some of the’ the British iion-kn ominous growl
men who loafed about the McLellan and it looked as If we would, get mix
store guaranteed’buf board for a week
ed in a vi'af with fcrigland, whose gov
at the Sailor's Home and the next day erning classes were In sympathy
we went there.
with the South, being Jealous of the
1 speedily began to cast'about for North, and wantihg tbe South t-o win.
means to get North. My father had But tbe matter was patched up. Capt.
been an old shipmaster in (he cotton Wilkes was reprimanded and an
trade, and I thought must have some humble apology made by our govern
business friends in New firieans. I ment.- But for the time, things looked
first tried the firm of Lovell & Bailey, bad.
and told my story to Mr. Lovell, who
J said to my peoplk: "This is going
I later learned was an ardent rebel. to toe a long war and1 many young men
He told me that his firm had not been will be needed. It’» m.y clear duty to
particularly good friends with my help, my country. • I am a sailor, my
father the last tipie that fie was in place- is In! the Navy; and you must not
that port. This was not ehcougaging. oppose me."—and they didn’t.
I later learned that my father had riot
In due time J received my appoint
consigned his strip to them. Lovell ment as an Acting'Master's Mate, U..
told me to-come back at 1.30 p. rp. and S. N. I reported on board the U. S.
I was very' prompt, but not hopetpl. Receiving Ship Ohio on March 5. 1862,
I waited until 2 o'clock, but as.Lovfcll and was in the service until November
did not appear I concluded he tad 15, 1864-, almost four'years. But that
taken that way to get rid of me.
is another story, a part of which I
I next sought out the firm of Cam- have already told in these columns
mack & Converse, where I'was kindly and has nothing to do with the Parish
received and treated wit-h consid Prison.
r
. eration. Mi". Cammaok said that rtiy
When I was last In New Orleans—
face did not warrant the belief that I that was in 1916-4 tried to find that
would tell a story that wasn't true, old-time -place bf my incarceration,
but as I was a stranger to him he but the old prison had been torn down,
would have to require me‘to ibe and its site Was occupied, by a
identified. This was almost hopeless, trojley line, and -underground sewers,
as I knew no one in New Orleans, tout in place of the opep gutters of the old
days into which the drainage of the
houses Went. Those open gutters
were mosquito' breeders, allied to the
numerous tanks of rain water on
every hand. New Orleans was In those
days a pest-tale-Of yellow fever and
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
malaria. We have learned something
Tka ramorn Sbset *«»•• »«•
«<»•'•
Used la all tka lutina maaaiinaa. Over
since tbe discovery of the etegomyla
2200 aeleetiona—«a»8 far aatalotaa.
and amopheles, • the disease bearing
MAINE ML) 81C CO, Rockland, Ma,
mosquitoes, and New Orleans is no
longer every few years cursed by
[Concluded from Saturday's issue]
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HOI WATER

HOT AIR

Incubators

Incubators

SELECT YOUR INCUBATOR NOW
We believe theae represent maximum value— maximum hatching
possibilities. Write for our 180 page illustrated free catalog and
special book on Incubators,
KENDALL & WHITNEY - E,l. 1858 - Portland, Maine.
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ENGINE TROUBLE
CAUSED^BY OIL
Incorrect Lubrication During
Busy Season Blamed for liis
of Tractor and Truck.

CAREFUL ATTENTION NEEDED
Ta Accomplish Oojects Sought for
Lubricant Must Be Heavy Enough
to Stand Heat—Change Oil
Every Five Hundred Miles.

It )s claimed by tractor experts, »
have given a great deal of study to tJu
muses of tractor troubles, that onehalf of ail engine troubles are due to
incorrect lubrication. It is Important,
therefore. that the lubrication of tlie
tractor and tlie truck be given tlie
most Careful attention during tlie busy
season.
Serves Two Purposes.
The oil in the crank case of tlie mo
tor serves two purposes, (1). to pro
vide a thin Him between all bearing
surfaces to prevent friction, and (2).
to provide a seal between tlie cylinder
walls and the piston rings in order to
hold tlie gas ip the compression cham
ber during the compression and expan
sion. In order to accomplish these
two objects tlie oil must be heavy
enough to stand the heat to which it
Is subjected during tlie operation of
the motor. It is well for each tractor
operator to usP the oil which" the
manufacturer recommends for this
particular tractor.
Lubricating oil, although chosen
from tlie very best grades, will not last
Indefinitely.. Tlie oil will bleak down
when constantly subjected to heat and
use. Considerable gasoline and kero
sene will find its way into tlie "crank
case, which gradually thins tlie oil.
Tlie oil in the crank case, therefore,
should be changed every 500 miles, in
tlie automobile and the truck, and
about evyry four or five days in the
tractor. When the oil is changed in
the crank case of anv motor it is

me.

should not be used tor lubricating
other machinery. Some farmers use
the old crunk case oil for killing lice
on hogs and it lias proven very good
for mis purpose except on wmte hogs
with tinder skins.—J. \V. Sjogren, in
Charge of l-'arm Mechanics, Colorado
Agricultural college.

Reason to Be Tnankfut.
Blondine—Did you go to the circus?
Brunetta—Yes, and I ain certainly
glad of it.
.
Blondine—Why?
Brunetta—Because ever since I saw
the hippopotamus 1 have been more
satisfied with my sha|>e.
Proof of McKie’s Clevernaaa.
“Dae ye -speak to McKIe?"
“Xy; I always steer clear of any one
sharper than ntysel’.”
"Hoo doe ye ken he’s sharper than
ye?-’
“He once had a" chance tne marry
my wife and didn't.—London Tit-Bits.
Nothing Is Higher.
He—Yes. I certainly like good food,
and always look forward to the next
meal.
She—Why don't you talk of higher
things once in a while?
He—But, my dear, what is higher
than food?—London Answers.

Disadvantage of Delay.
“Didn't you get any letters nt all?"
asked Jamie’s mother when he re
turned from the postoflice.
"No, mamma,” lie replied soberly.
“Next time you'll have to send me
earlier, ’cause when I got there they
was all gone.”
A Flip Flapper.
“What’s your favorite hymn?" one
of those inquiring reporters asked a
flnpiier the other day.
“I’ve got three or four.” site an
swered promptly, “but I think .1 like
Harry the best."

T.M
TAKING WHAT COMES
Philosophic Citizen — You must
take what you can get these days.
Weary One—Yea, but Some of
these telephone numbers I get aren’t
of the slightest use to me.

Preferred a Pearl.
“The stork lias brought a little peach."
The nurse said with an air.
"Tm mighty glad." tlie father said.
“He didn't bring a pair.”
As It Were.
"And you and your wife get into ar
guments, of course, about tilings?"
"Well, I can't say we argue, but she
does a red-hot monologue.”

Poor Lubrication Is Cause of Much
Tractor Trouble.
sometimes advisable to wash It out
willi'abiut a qua’rt of Clean oil and
drain It out before the new oil is put

in-

Good for Killing Lice.
Tlie oil removed from tlie crank
case contains a great deal of dirt ajid
particle* of metal and therefore it

A Man of Means.
“Is this Mr. Gibson you have become
engaged to a man of meyis?”
“Yes, mother; lie means all he says,
and that's the sort of husband I want."

A Middle-Aged Guy.
"Uncle Tube, you never yell for the
good old days."
.
•"No, I never began having any real
fun until I wus forty years old.”

SHEET MUSIC 15c

FULLY STOCKED

9
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Telephone
Directory

STUDLEY’S
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Recollections of a Rockland Sailor Lad Who Got Clapped
Into the Parish Prison At New Orleans.

MU LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE

—WITH—

AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES

6 makes to choose from

DON’T LET YOUR BATTERY FREEZE

PLAYER PIANOS

Call 661

BRUNSWICK

When you lay your ear up, and let us store your battery

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

PHONOGRAPHS

643 MAIN STREET - - - ROCKLAND, ME.

VIOLINS
AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

AUTOHARPS

MUSIC.TEACHER

Call 238

MANDOLINS

,

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

ACCORDIONS

HARMONICAS

MUSIC ROLLS

Residence 61 North Main St.
Tel. 422-2

C E

AUTO ACCESSORIES

SHEET MUSIC

CALL 60

Call 238

BRIEF CASES

I t for t t

Rockland Motor Mart

RECORDS

EVERYTHING

V. F. STUDLEY

Mrs. Sadie E. Leach

Rockland Motor Mart

a full Imr of

ICE

ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

Central Ice Co.
MOVING

CONFECTIONERY STORE

HOME MADE CANDIE8
ICE CREAM

Weymouth's

yellow a feveP epidemic, with 10.000
cases at a time. I passed through one
of those epidemics in 1867 and never
want to be in another like It.
After New Orlenas had been cap
tured by Farragut and the city occu
pied by the troops of Gen. Butler,
Captain Luce went there and rescued
his old bark “Ocean Eagle,” fixed her
up and got a big freight on sugar—J13
per hogshead. The Rockport firm of
Carleton, Norwood & Co. (F. D. Car
leton was Capt. Luce’s father-in-law)
built him in 1870 the bark "P.'J. Carle
ton." and he prospered. Retiring from
the sea in the early 90’s, he bought
from the heirs cf the late Capt. Bben
Thorndike and for some time lived in
the homestead at South Thomaston,
and there he died-, some twenty-five
years ago. All of my contemporaries
of t-liat'time . have long since crossed
the "Great Divide.” .
. '
After I had left New Orleans on
my journey homeward, the railroad
put on some sflcond-clgss cars. My
chums Hosmer and Cobb.-whom I had
reluptantly left behind, gradually
worked their way North, stopping here
and there, sawing wood and earn
ing a little money, which'they would
use in helping themselves along and
were a month getting to New York.
There they shipped on p coaster apd
so got heme to Camden, where 1 after
ward saw them and talked over our
New Orleans adventures in those first
(Jays of the Civil War.
And so ends this somewhat lengthy
chapter of my experiences in the
Parish Prison in that lopg-ago time
in the sultry summer of 1861. How
comforting tbe thought thgt we com
monly have to -go through such ex
periences only once!

Telephone 156-M
402 Main Street

MOVING
15 Auto Trucks for moving am
long distance hauling of al
kinds. We move you anywher
in New England. You eav
Crating, Time ar.d Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
) T«l. BIO
UaUMi St. Rucklim
Fin««t Eeoipiseat Is Mains

EXIDE BATTERIES

MONUMENTS

Call 238

Teltphone Connection

Rockland Motor Mart

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

EXIDE BATTERIES

For Every Car

Main Street
Thomaston, Me.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Special Prices on
RADIO BATTERIES
LAUNDRY WORK

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

Call 170

Telephone 208

People’s Laundry

Letter Slots
Letter Boxes .'

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wet Wash.
Rough
. Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Collars.

H. H. Crie fit Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

GARAGE

Call 124

NEWSPAPER

Dyer’s Garage. Inc.

Call 770
and tell ut to tend you

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES

Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

The Courier-Gazette
( 156 times a year for only
All tRe Vforrie News

A Reputation to Maintain.
“I notice you have certain pot
phrases you pul Into all your editori
als.”
, “I have to do that in self-defense,"
replied the editor of the Chlggersvllle
Clarion.
' Why so?”
4 "To refute the base Insinuation that
they are written by my office boy.”

Unskilled Help.
A couple of tourists were gazing at
the sculptured front of a certain
.church, when one of them quoted the
remark about art being the handmaid
■of religion.
“if that is so," returned the other,
glancing again nt the crudely carveti
figures, "Religion ought to’ give her a
month's notice.”

U* VER

since The

Barrett

Company was

founded, over 70 years ago, it has consist

ently pursued a definite business policy.

That

policy has been to make the best possible prod

ucts, and to sell those products at the lowest

possible prices.

Hit Goal Won.
“You have no ambition," complained
hie young wife.
/'Not now," lie replied Indolently.
“You never did have any.”
"till, yes. I did; hut I achieved my
ambition when I acquired a rich fa
ther-in-law.”

As a result, Barrett Roofings are

today the recognized standard of roof value.

These characteristics of quality and economy
are found in full measure in Barrett Mineral-

Surfaced Roll Roofing.
'■ <

Its fadeless mineral surface in dark red or green
makes it entirely suitable for cottages, bungalows, ,

and garages, yet it is so inexpensive that it is an

economical roofing for all steep-roofed farm and

V

It is fire-resisting and needs no

factory buildings.

painting.

•

-----

’t
Other popular Barrett products include metal protective paint*,
A BACK NUMBER
Her Father—You’d better be good
to young Slowboy. He’d a fine fel
low—plenty of horse sente.
Sally 8peedup—Horta tenet won’t
help theae dayt. He doeen’t know
a radiator from a tpark plug.
>
... A

roofing cements, shingle stain oil, fly spray and a wood preaervativc.

ROCKLAND GRAIN GQ.
46 PARK STREET.............. ROCKLAND. ME.

In Jungletown.
Said Miss Giraffe, "I wear, you set
My wrist-watch ’round my neck;
1 do It by request, because
The town clock is a wreck."
A Telling Stroke.
The hare easily caught up with the
tortoise. “Well, old man, you're not
much of a runner, are you?" lie
rteered.
•’ ’ ,
. "No,” admitted the tortoise. "I'm
not, I think I'll try for the crew. You
see, I'm quite at home In the shell.”
Selfish Man.
Bluebeard—Yon have the freedom
of the entire house excepting the
closet. This, you must never enter.
His Eighth Wife—Do you mean to
Ijeep an entire closet for yourself When
IJmven't room to hang halt my things?

Telephotie that Hem of news to The
dourler-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will tee IL

Telephone 800

SOME DAY
When Dreams
Come True
Some One MAY
Make better
Sweets than

■ fltnw?

xweeis
But Why Wait?
t

623

Look for the

S&H
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